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Icy weather averted for now
le mime LOVIIII

UN MUNI
AP Mile House Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Renck Obama's
expansion of the war in
Afghanistan has eroded the
power of the al-Qaida terrorists
who attacked America in 2001
and the resurgent Taliban milltams who gave them cover,
according to his own governments review. The findings
ensure that Obanta will stay the
course, with U.S. forces to
remain at war through 2014.
U.S.troops will begin to leave
Afghanistan in July, according
so the report, the same timeline
that Mama promised one year
ago and has consistently upheld
in recent weeks. But the scope
and pace of that withdrawal
remain unclear, and both aft
expected to be modest,. given
the enormity oldie security and
governance challenges in
Afghenistan.
All the fledinp will be Sneed
In the maths and years to
come. They fonn the basis not
just of Obmia's war altategy
but also his credibility with the
American people on how this
bog,costly war is going — and
an it will end.
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Or lhe Assmbabd Plot
Thloaday: Showets likaty
before noon. Cloudy, with a high
near 37. Northwest wind
between 6 and 11 mph. Chance
of predpiadfon la 70 percent.
Thursday night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low wound 24.
North northwest wind between 6
and 9 mph.
Ftiday: Monty cloudy, with a
high near 34. North northwest
wind around 7 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly cloudy,
with a low wound 24. North
wind wound 6 mph becoming
cadm.
Saluiday: Partly sunny, with
a high new 36.
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school ocallinklardiarim ellosed 91:11•011 be
Cliatirray Count School District sally in ariScipation of possible icy
weather.

Staff Fattier
A threat of icy conditions in Calloway
County was just barely averted thanks to
temperatures just above the freezing level.
While a steady rain fell on Murray, the
temperature failed to drop enough to cause
the precipitation to freeze. Early predictions
called for the possibility of sleet and freezing
rain.
"We had some reports of sleet in Calloway
County when the precipitation first started,
but it didn't amount to much of anything."
said Robin Smith, meteorologist with the
National Weather Service in Paducah. "The
temperature is about one to two degrees
above the freezing level ... it was just a rain
event."
Smith said the rain is expected to continue
through noon today, and high temperatures
will stay in the low to mid '30s through
Sunday.Overnight lows are expected to be in
the low to mid '20a but Smith said they are
not expecting a chance for more precipitation until Wednesday, Dec. 22.
"It's unseasonably cold but it will be dry,"
he said.
Smith said counties to.the northeast had
cooler temperatures and are facing icy condi-

•See Page 2

s construction to begin soon
111M 111111111Y
Stoll
.
Mike Harris,owner ofa Zaxby's
fauraaI franchise km tamektia.
Ky., says he will soon begin construction of a new sore in Murray
at an alternate locative.
Harris said be has already
closed on a site located on a now
empty field just north of Bee
Creek on North 12th Street;
directly across the street from
Goodwill. Harris said Wednesday
that final quotes are in for the construction, which is expected to
begin early next year.
"We're almost ready to start
construction. It should be very
close to the first of the year,"
Harris said. "It's going to be hard
to get anything done between now
and Christmas, but as soon as the
weather will allow us after the
first of the year we should be
ready to start."

Mariseadmiled the doors of the
Mow sestautaist should open in the
spring. Hezillie
ss
w plans to
thqift,
Weigle
(
*May at 'easy nor
the store's
°Penile.
"In April sometime would be
our target." he said.
A more formal announcement
from Zaxby's Inc. is expected at a
later date. Harris said he's just
excised about opening a new story
in Murray and is looking forward
to serving customers.
"I hope all the people in Murray 10
411t:. _.
•
will be as patient as you have
been. We are still very, very much
looking forward to being in
Murray and developing relationships over there," he said.
dlw.- •
feet
-10411,
Harris had hoped to open a store
next to Cracker Barrel in spring
2010.
After seeking an alternate site bra Zambys restaurant, Wu
.•

LOVOil 1 ledger & Tirnes

Herds closed on this property on Morel 12th Street. acmes the skintfrom Goodwill. and plans to begins construebon early nod year.

II See Page 2

Wilson speaks about rural medical program
111111911131511 MINE
Commerce's
Stan Meter
BusinesseBreakfast event,
Dr. Emery Wilson, the inter- held
Murray
in
State
im dean of the University of University's Curris Center
Kentucky College of Medicine, Ballroom. The breakfast was
spoke to a local audience sponsored
by
MurrayWednesday about the Rural Calloway County Hospital,
Physician Education Program, which will be partnering with
which should have its first UK on the program so that
group of Murray-based stu- some students can fulfill their
dents in 2014.
residencies ir. Murray. Wilson
Wilson was the keynote said the admissions process
speaker at the Chamber of would begin in the summer of
2011 for classes beginning in
the fall of 2012. After two years
studying on the UK campus in
Lexington, medical students
would then start residencies in
Murray and at other hospitals
in the region.
Keith Travis, MCCH's vice
president of institutional development, recalled meeting with
Wilson a few years ago, when
he asked him what was preventing a rural physician program in the western part of the
state. Wilson told him it was in
Is

•

NEW
Spirit Pcarls

•
•

.
P

the College of Medicine's master plan and could start as early
as 2017, but if people in the
area wanted it sooner, they
should start trying to raise
money right sway. Travis said
that thanks partly to financial
support from the MCCH
Endowment for Healthcare, an
anonymous
donation
of
$300,000 and other organizations, the program would soon
be a reality. Travis said that
besides support from Murray
State University and the
MCCH Board of Trustees,
there had also been support
from Marshall County Hospital
and interest from Triu County
Hospital CEO Lisa Coleman.
"It is a significant program
for this community, not only in
health care, but every aspect,"
Travis said.
HA1NKINS TEAGUE / Lisclipr & Tiro*,
Wilson said there were many Dr. Emery Wilson, dean of the University of Kentucky College
of Medicine, speaks to Chamber of Commerce in the Curtis
Center Ballroom Wednesday about the Rural Physician
111 See Page 2
Education Program.
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MI Chamber breakfast ... •War review ...
From Front
reasons the program would be
beneficial, but that it would be
an especially critical tool in
helping to meet demand for
physicians in western Kentucky
and rural communities across
the stale.
-Them are national issues, as
well as state issues, as well as
regional and local issues, but
they all relate to the fact that we
have a physician shortage in this
country." he said. "Currently.
Kentucky is about 2,300 physicians short of the national average. This was (according to) a
study done by the Kentucky
Institute of Medicine about
three years ago, and in particular, we have a physician shortage in tend areas."
"Forty-three
percent
of
Kentucky's population lives in a
rural area," Wilson continued.
-Only 28 percent of physicians
practice there. So that tells us
that we have a real need in rural
areas. We think that if we take
students from rural lures, we
train them in rural areas, they're
more likely to stay in rural
areas. So that's why we have
started a campus in Morehead
and we are beginning to start a
campus in Murray."

Wilson said demand for physicians would increase even more
when the health care law went
into effect because possibly
600.000 people in Kentucky
would be eligible for some kind
of funding, with many of them
on
Medicaid.
He
said
Kentucky's population is also
increasing, as well as aging and
suffering from chronic disease.
He said the health cane law
would make it difficult for individual physicians to keep up
with demand, but that the
"Millennium Generation" corning of age right now appeared to
be less interested in going into
private practice by themselves
and were more content to work
with other people or hospitals.
Wilson said that in addition to
providing more physicians for
the future, the program would
teach students about treating
patients from a rural perspective
by showing students how to
work with the community and
local officials and giving them
some experience in business
management. He said the program would also benefit its host
community economically, both
through the school and through
the residents who eventually
will work in Amy.

•Ice averted ...
From Front
lions this morning. The
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet reported last night they
were winding dawn ice fighting
operations after the temperatures began to rise. Keith
l
public information officer for
the KY'TC's Department of
Highways' District I and
District 2, said in a release that
crews were out treating bridges
and overpasses that may have
iced up.
"As the sun rises, temperatures are expected to rise, bringing the threat of ice to an end.
However, there is still a potential for slick spots to redevelop
over the next few hours," Todd
said.
The gate KYTC reported rood
crews plowing or treating midways in all areas except for the
Jackson Purehmse and maser
Bowling Given area due to ice
and snow.

"Motorists at
nuraged to
slow down and allow plenty of
drive time on thlt anoningPMmute," Todd
iilkditrialal
should be especially alert for
slick spots on bridges and overTodd said Fulton County was
the first to observe freezing rain
and sleet at 3:30 p.m. yesterday.
but also the first so report the
rising tempsignmes.
As a preenstion to the possibility of the icy weather,
Calloway County schools
closed one hour early yesterday.
According to David Dowdy,
public relations coordinator for
the Calloway County School
District, the schools will not
need to make that time up, but
will be in session Monday. Dec.
20 to make up for a snow day
Monday,Dec. 13.

From Front
The United States and its
NATO allies hope to turn control of the Afghanistan conflict
to that nation's own forces by
the end of 2014, a timeline
endorsed in the new review.
Even then, Obama envisions an
enduring
U.S.
role
in
Afghanistan.
The
White
House on
Wednesday evening released a
five-page summary of the
newly finished,classified evaluation of the war strategy for
Afghanistan and Pakistan that
Obama unveiled to much fanfare in December 2009.
Obama will speak about the
review findings at the White
House on Thursday morning.
The most promising conclusions are that the senior leadership of al-Qaida in Pakistan is at
it weakest since the Sept. II,
2001, attacks — and that the
Taliban, a constant source of
violence and instability in
Afghanistan. has seen much of
its power halted and reversed
over the last 12 months.
Obama, inheriting a war he
considered adrift but vital to
American security, ordered a
heightened U.S. presence and a
renewed commitment to supporting Afghanistan's development. There are now roughly
100,000 troops in Afgheniena.
The .report suggests dot die
gains against the Talibria
'remain fragile and reversible.'
Yet more emphasis is given to
timariptions of prowess.
"The surge in coalition military and civilian resources,
along with an expended special
operations forces targeting campaign and expanded local security measures at the village
level, has reduced Taliban influence: die summary says.
•
That is a tederesce mainly to
the 30.000 additional forces that
Obama ordered a year ago.
The review says progress is
most clear in the way Afghan
and coalition forces are 'clearing the Taliban heartland" in
Kandahar
and
Helmond
provinces, and in the hoosted
size
and
capability
of
Afghanistan's security forces.
Adm. Mike Mullen. chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. told

U.S. troops in Kandahar on
Thursday that he considers the
fight in Afghanistan's South to
be a harbinger of how the wider
war will go.
"We've got the right people in
you," Mullen said. "We've got
the right strategy.
Afghan army and police are
scheduled to grow to more than
300,000 troops over the next
two years. They face an estimated 25,000-30,000 Taliban guerrillas and other rebels.
There were no direct references to the corruption that
plagues Afghanistan's government or the fractured relationship that Obama's administration shares with Afghan
President Hamad Karzai.
Obama called Karzai on
Thursday to discuss the review.
A statement released by
ICarzai's office said both presidents agreed that security gains
had been made in some areas
and that ions-term success
requited focusing on militants'
sanctuaries, which are in neighboring Pakistan. Karzai also
updated Ohara* on efforts to
reconcile with insurgents who
lay down their arms, embrace
the Afghan constitution and
sever tics with terrorists.
German Foreign Minister
Guido
Westerwelle
said
Thursday that his country has
'more realistic expectations' for
Afghanis"' — nos longer
eapecdag gird governance but
siese.raohlevah," goal of
eiri04
0
.10.10W1
0
0/10.-*
OSsKidan,the Wilke House

review speaks of major progress
in dismantling the Pakistanbased leadership of the terror
network.
"Most important, al-Qaicla's
senior leadership in Pakistan is
weaker and under more sustained pressure than at any other
point since it fled Afghanistan
in 2001," the report finds. It
warns that the U.S. is still the
principal target for al-Qaida,
and that "Pakistan and
Afghanistan continue to be the
operational base for the group
that attacked us on 9/11."
The United States has lasting
trouble in ridding Pakistan of its
havens for terrorists.
The report raises that sore
point by saying Pakistan must
provide more help in solving the
problem, particularly in the dangerous border zone with
Afghanistan.
Mama is expected to visit
Pakistan next year. The U.S.
relationship with Pakistan has
improved substantially in the
last year — but the progress has
been uneven, the report finds.
'The U.S. government is pledging improvements in 2011.
As plotting of terrorism continues against the United States,
the defeat of al-Qaida will be
best achieved by forcefully
destroying the group's sanctuaries and killings its leaders, the
report says. Throughout, however, the report calls for sustained U.S. help in _developing
Afghanistan and Pakistan for its
people, not just waging a military campaign.

Obama's comments from the
White House briefing room will
not take on the tone of a major
presidential address. He is
expected to cede the spotlight
quickly to Defense Secretary
Robert Gates, Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Marine Gen. James Cartwright,
vice chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, who will field
questions from reporters.
This year has been the deadliest in the war for U.S. forces.
At least 480 American troops
have been killed in 2010, and
more than 2,100 have died since
the conflict began in the weeks
after the Sept. II attacks in
2001I.
The review took place over
the last two months, led by
Obama's national security staff.
with input from across government agencies and from commanders in the war zones.
Separately, new U.S. national
intelligence
estimates
of
Afghanistan and Pakistan paint
bleak pictures of security conditions inside Afghanistan and of
Pakistan's willingness to rout
militants on its side of the border, according to several U.S.
officials briefed on both reports.
U.S. military commanders have
challenged the conclusions, saying they are based on outdated
information that does not take
into account progress made
over this past fall.
Associated Press Writers
Kimberly Dozier in Washington.
Anne Gearan in Kandahar,
Afghanistan,
and
Deb
Riechmann in Kabul contributed to this report.

Ptiolo provided
EAGLE SCOUTS: Boy Scout Troop 45 of Murray, Kentucky is proud to announce the elevation of three of its scouts to the rank of Eagle. Pictured left, Jesse Murdock, Brandon Kipphut
and Travis Durr passed their Boards of Review for Eagle on Dec. 2. Murdock's Eagle project
was woodworking on a playground for Hazel Baptist Church. Kipphut's project was replacing
benches in the vespers area of Camp Kum-Ba-Ya on Kentucky Lake and Durr's project was
to produce a video from interviews with Murray area veterans about their experiences in
America's wars, past and present. All three were assisted in their projects by volunteers from
Troop 45.

Tem Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Calloway
County Parts board of directors is scheduled to meet at 6
p.m. on Monday; Dec. 20 in
the Murray Calloway Transit
Authority's conference room
located on Transit Way. On the
agenda for the meeting is a
presentation concerning baseball-softball activities by Tim
Thurmond, Director Matt
Martin's report on programs
and various committee reports.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

HAVE A
CHRISTMAS!

/ JOLLY

join us at
our holiday open house!

HERITAGEBAN K
Friday, December 17•2p.m. - 6p.m.
210 North 12th St. and 1601 North 12th St. • Murray, KY
o,c
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•Zaxby's
From Front
However in May. Cracker
Barrel Old Country Store
(CBOCS Inc.)officials filed suit
in Calloway Circuit Court to
halt construction next to its
North 12th Street restaurant in a
dispute with Gary Waller
Investments LTD, the owner of
the land, over employee parking.
CBOCS cited " irreparable
harm" to its business should
Zaxby's move in. Waller has

countersued claiming Cracker
Barrel would not be harmed by
the move and, asking CBOCS
prove the claim.
Waller said Wednesday that
legal action involving the dispute is continuing. The next
hearing in the civil suit is scheduled for I p.m. on Monday, Dec.
27 in Calloway Circuit Court.
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Bryon Houk, 50, of Murray, died Wednesday, Dec. 15. 2010, at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangements are incomplete at this time at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Margaret H. Braise
Margaret H. Grogan,87, of Hardin, died Tuesday, Dec. 14, 2010.
at Spring Creek Nursing Home in Murray.
She was a homemaker and a member of Hardin
Church of Christ.
In addition to her parents. Euclid Lyles and
Lora Lavena (Starks) Lyles, she was preceded in
death by her husband, John Grogan: brother,
Thomas Franklin Lyles: and sister, Mildred
Copeland.
She is survived by her daughters, Kaye West
and husband, Jerry of Hardin, Mae Cope and husband, Glenn of Murray. and Mary Jane Grogan of
Murray;
sisters. Murrell Dubois of Cherokee, Ala.,
Grow
and Maxine Darnall of Benton: grandchildren. Jeff
West, Brien West, Jo Beth Wallace, Tommy Cope, David Cope and
Donna Richardson: and 12 great-grandchildren.
Funeral service will be held Friday. Dec. 17, 2010, at I p.m. at
('oilier Funeral Chapel with Josh Herndon officiating. Interment
will follow in the Edwards Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight, from 5-8 p.m. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Edwards Cemetery
Fund do Dennis Smith, P.O. Box 231, Benton, KY 42025.
Online condolences may be left at www.collierfuneralhorne.com.
Arrangements arc handled by Collier Funeral Home in Benton.

Nimbi, Versos %my'Moore
Hughic Vernon "Bunny" Moore, 95, of Benton, died Tuesday.
Dec. 14, 2010, at 11 a.m. at Oakvicw Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center.
A veteran of the United States Army, he was preceded in death
by his wife, Edna L. Burkeen Moore; one son, Garry "Doey"
Moore: six sisters, Lena Reid Greer, Myrtle Marie
Dunn. Mary Edna Inglish, Stella Margaret Jessup,
Ruby Irene Bailey and Hazel Recta Egner; three
brothers, Henry Thomas Moore. Joseph Willard
Moore and Robert Lee Moore: and his parents,
David Russell Moore and Gracie Pcnola Stringer
Moore.
He is survived by two sons, Walter Moore of
Hardin. and Glen Moore of Memphis. Tenn.: one
sister, Lois Evelyn Villeneuve of Murray: nine
grandchildren, 26 great-grandchildren and eight
Moore
great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Friday, Dec. 17,
2010, at 11 a.m. at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral
Home and Crematory with the Rev. Chris Moore and
David Hendrickson officiating. Burial with military
rites will follow in the Leonard Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight, Thursday, after 4 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Online condolences may be left at www.filbeckcantsking.com.
Arrangements are handled by Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home
and Crematory in Benton.
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John Wayne Stubblefield, 57, of Murray. died Friday. Dec. 10,
2010, at 6 p.m. at 221 S. kph *MA. MuirayA former employee of Generittire in Mayfield. he was a member of St. John Baptist Church.
In addition to his parent, Jimmy Wilson and Clara Bell Perry
Stubblefield, he was preceded in death by a brother and a sister.
He is survived by his wife of 35 years, Phyllis House
Stubblefield; four children. Felicia Stubblefield of Atlanta, Ga.,
John Stubblefield, Jr. and wife, Shayla of Anitock. Tenn., Crelita
Allen and husband, Cortino. Sr. of Murray, and Sanchez
Stubblefield of Almo; 10 grandchildren; two brothers, Larry
Stubblefield of Alma,and Jimmy Stubblefield of Mayfield: and one
sister, Carolyn Jones of Paducah.
Funeral services will be held Saturday. Dec. IS, 2010, at I p.m.
at Pleasant Hill Baptist Church in Alma with the Rev. Howard
House officiating. Burial will follow in Pleasant Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be held Friday, Dec. 17, from 5-7 p.m. at Mason's
Memorial Chapel.
Arrangements are handled by Mason's Memorial Chapel, 420 E.
Water Street. Mayfield.
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Mr. Joe Anderson Ross, 89,of Paducah,formerly of Murray,died
Wednesday. Dec. IS, 2010, at l:22 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
He was a graduate of the University of Kentucky with at
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, retired from Union Carbide
Plant in Paducah, a member of the Lone Oak First
Baptist Church, and an Army veteran of World War
H.
He was born Feb. 28, 1921, in Gilbertsville to
the late Charles L. and Raymuth M. Turner. In
addition to his parents, he was also preceded in
death by his first wife, Marian Lucille Buechner;
second wife, Lorraine Ewing Ross; brothers, Dan
E. Ross and Charles Pat Ross; sister, Doris Ross
Harper; and infant sister. Louise Ross.
He is survived by two daughters, Linda Kay
Ross Harris of Louisville, and Emily Jane Ross
Ross
Blastlel and Steve of Paducah; son, Paul Anderson
Ross and wife, Cindy of Gilbertsville; stepson,
Stephen C. Ross and wife, Dawn of Gainesville, Ga.;
sister, Vanetta Ross Cain of Paducah: five grandchildren Mark T. Henderson, Marian B. Hogan, Stuart
Ross. Jonathan Ross and Jodie Ross Guess; two step
grandchildren, Julia Kennedy and Jon C. Ross: and six great-grandchildren, Courtney Jayne Stewart. Gwendolyn Guess, Shelby K.
Hogan. Matthew S. Hogan, Scarlett Henderson and Violet
Henderson.
Services will be held II a.m. Saturday. Dec. 18, 2010, in the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Dan Summerlin will
officiate and burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be held Friday, Dec. 17, 2010, from 4-7 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Disable American
Veterans, Miles Meredith #7 Chapter, PO. Box 3274, Paducah, KY
42002.
Online condolence may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
This ix a paid obit:tan'.
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Tax deal heads for high
stakes vote in House today

Billy Joe Stubblefield

Billy Joe Stubblefield. 84, of Murray. passed away Sunday. Dec.
12, 2010, at Lourdes Hospital. Born Oct. 18. 1926 in the Cherry
Corner community, he was the youngest son of
WASHINGTON (AP) - -- A
Porter and Grace McClain Stubblefield. He attendmassive tax package that would
ed elementary school at Cherry Corner and gradu- save millions of Americans
thousands of dollars in higher
ated from New Concord High School in 1944.
On Jan. 29, 1948, he married Jimmie Lee taxes is headed for a vote in the
Gingles, the daughter of Lee and Ca!lie Gingles. A
House Thursday even as rebellious Democrats complain it is
lifelong dairy farmer, he acquired the herd of purebred Jerseys his father had started in 1928. too generous to the wealthy.
House Democratic leaders
Together with his wife and children, they developed a herd of registered Jerseys. The Stubblefield
plan to pass the bill Thursday.
But first, they will hold a vote
Jersey herd was exhibited at state and national
Stubblefield
shows for over 40 years. The herd was sold in on imposing a higher estate tax
1997, but Billy Joe continued to milk a couple of cows on the farm
than the one negotiated by
until 2005. He and "Miss Jitnmic" had been married almost 52 years President Barack Obama.
when she passed away Dec. 15, 1999.
The Senate overwhelmingly
He was elected to three terms on the Calloway County Board of passed the package Wednesday,
Education where he served from 1965-1976, serving as chairman of with broad bipartisan support.
the board for four years.
Now. Obama is urging the
He was an elder of the Green Plain Church of Christ for 30 years, House to pass it without
from 1981 till the time of his death.
changes, so he can sign it into
In addition to his wife and parents, he was preceded in death by law.
two brothers, Dyrus Stubblefield and Charles Locke Stubblefield:
"I know that riot every memand three sisters, Altic Garrison, MoreIle Henry and Laurene Hall.
ber of Congress likes every
piece of this bill, and it includes
He is survived by his second wife, Joan Parker Barnes
Stubblefield; his daughter, Kathy Jo Stubblefield; his son, Krit some provisions that I oppose,"
Stubblefield; two sisters-in-law. Marguritte Stubblefield and June Obama said. "But as a whole,
Gingles; and one brother-in-law. Starkic Hall, all of Murray.
this package will grow our
economy, create jobs, and help
Nieces and nephews who survive are Kenny Stubblefield, Van
Stubblefield. Gracie Holland, Owen Garrison, Cindy Cleaver, middle class families across the
Dorothy Cook. Max Henry, Bobby Hall and J.W. Hall, all of the country.
Murray area: Reba Garrison King of Southaven, Miss.; Linda Henry
"As this bill moves to the
Cole and Donna Hall Fair, in Texas. Services will be held at 2 p.m. House of Representatives. I
Thursday, Dec. 16. 2010, at the Green Plain Church of Christ with
hope that members from both
Mike Kiser of Sylacauga, Ala., Robert Meredith and Virgil Hale
officiating. Burial will follow at Hicks Cemetery.
Serving as active pallbearers will be Kenny Stubblefield. Van
Stubblefield, Owen Garrison, Max Henry, Bobby Hall and J.W. Hall.
Honorary pallbearers will be Robert Barrett, Frank Pool, Steve
Brandon, Dr. Steve Trevathan, Robbie Wilburn, Rex Enoch, John
Brinkley. Hayes Grady. James Pigg, Billy Murdock, Ferrell Miller.
WASHINGTON (AP)
Walter Byars and Lubic Parrish. Congergational singing is led by The Senate is in a spat over
Josh Herndon. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Hicks working through Christmas.
Cemetery fund, in care of Gary Farris, 498 Farris Road Murray, KY
The GOP's second-in-com42071. Online Condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfumand in the Senate, Jon Kyl of
neralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill
Arizona,
complained
Funeral Home.
Wednesday that Democrats are
This is a paid obituary.
stacking up a nuclear arms
treaty with Russia. the budget,
The number oftimes published or.the length ofone or more ofthe tax cuts and other weighty matpreceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
ters against the holiday.
Times policy. A fie has been paidfor additional publishing or space.
Keeping lawmakers in session
that long is disrespectful to
Christians, he said.
The Senate's majority leader,
Democrat Harry Reid _of
Nevada, retorted that he doesn't
need any "sanctimonious lectures" about the meaning of
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — A T.J. Bonner said.
shootout between border patrol
Brian A. Terry, 40, was wait- Christmas. Reid said senators
agents and bandits near ing with three other agents in a should be willing to work up to
'Arizona's troubled, boupd•rY remote area north of the border the holidays like millions of
with Mexico has. -left one city of Nogales late Tuesday other Americans.
"As a Christian, no one has
American agent dead and a sus- when the gun battle erupted.
pect wounded, a union leader Bonner said. Terry died in the to remind me of the importance
says.
shooting, hut no other agents of Christmas for all of the
Christian faith, all their families
The clash Tuesday night were injured.
across America," Reid said
all
came after agents spotted susBorder Patrol spokesman
pected bandits known for target- Eric Cantu and FBI spokes- on the Senate floor.
The Senate voted on the
ing illegal immigrants along a woman Brenda Lee Nath
violent smuggling corridor in declined to confirm Bonner's
the Arizona desert. National account but said that authorities
Border Patrol Council President have four suspects.

parties can come together in a
spirit of common purpose to
protect American families and
our economy as a whole by
passing this essential economic
package," Obama said.
The stakes are high as the
House begins debate. If the
House passes the higher estate
tax, the bill would go back to the
Senate, jeopardizing the entire
package and representing a public rebuke of Obama by members of his own party.
A vote is expected Thursday
afternoon.
Many House Democrats,
even critics of the bill, are
resigned to it ultimately passing
with the lower estate tax, especially after the Senate passed it,
8 1-19.
"The overwhelming vote in
the Senate should bring everyone to religion," said Rep. Bill
Pascrell Jr., D-N.J. But, he
added, "Let's have a tangible
signal that we really feel that
this is unreasonable, what we're
doing in terms of the estate tax."
Tax cuts affecting Americans
at every income Jewl are scheduled to expire Jan. I_

GOP,Democrats fight over
working through Christmas

Border patrol agent killed
in southern Arizona

health care reform bill last
Christmas Eve and is often in
session late into December,
regardless of which party controls the schedule.
Kyl told reporters that Reid's
criticism was unfair for "criticizing those of us who have
taken this position as whiny."
"I don't think it's desirable it
one considers the needs of our
constituents to occasionally see
us back home, the needs of our
families.- he added."And, yes, I
did say that I thought it was disrespectful of one of the two
major Christian holidays of the
year."
None of the other dozen
Republican senators with him at
the news confetence took up the
argument. But all of them
voiced objections to Reid's
decision to "jam" through huge
pieces of legislation just before
the 111th Congress expires. And
they voiced substantive objections to the treaty and other
measures.
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•Chamber breakfast ...
•War review ...
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EAGLE SCOUTS: Boy Sco
Photo provided
ut Troop 45 of Murray, Ken
tucky is proud to announ
tion of three of its scouts
ce the elevato the rank of Eagle. Pictur
ed left, Jesse Murdock, Bra
and Travis Durr passed thei
ndon Kipphut
r Boards of Review for
Eag
le on Dec. 2. Murdock's Eag
was woodworking on a pla
le project
yground for Hazel Baptist
Church. Kipphut's projec
benches in the vespers are
t was replacing
a of Camp Kum-Ba-Ya on
Kentucky Lake and Durr's
to produce a video from
project was
interviews with Murray are
a
veterans about their exp
America's wars, past and
eriences in
present. All three were ass
isted in their projects by
Troop 45.
volunteers from
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Tam crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Calloway
County Parks board of dire
ctors is scheduled to meet at
6
p.m. on Monday Dec. 20
in
the Murray Calloway Transit
Authority's conference roo
m
located on Transit Way. On
the
agenda for the meeting is
a
presentation concerning bas
eball-softball activities by Tim
Thurmond. Director Mat
t
Martin's report on programs
and various committee reports.

•Zaxby's

• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

From Front
However in May. Cracke
r
Barrel Old Country
Store
(CBOCS Inc.) officials filed
suit
in Calloway Circuit Court
to
halt construction next to
its
North 12th Street restaura
nt in a
dispute with Gary Wal
ler
Investments LTD. the owner
of
the land, over employee
parking.
CBOC'S cited " irreparab
le
harm- to its business should
Zaxby's move in. Waller
has

JIG
countersued claiming
Cracker
Barrel would not be har
med by
the move and asking CB(
X'S

We
Hal

prove the claim.
Waller said Wednesday
that
legal action involving the
dispute is continuing. The
next
hearing in the civil suit is
scheduled for I p.m. on Monday
. Dec.
27 in Calloway Circuit
Court.
1
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Byron Houk
Bryon Houk, 50, of
Murray. died Wednesday, Dec.
IS. 2010, at
the Min ray -Calloway
County Hospital. Arrangements
plete at this time at
are incom
the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
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Billy Joe Stubblefield. 84. of Murray. passed away
Sunday. Dec.
1 1, 1010. at Lourdes Hospital. Born Oct. 18. 1926
in the Cherry
Corner community, he was the youngest son
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Joe Anderson Ross
Mon. Fri. 8:00 a.m. — 71:00 p.in.• Closed Sat.
Mr. Joe Anderson Ross. 89,of Paducah. formerly
& Sun.
of Murray,died
Wednesday. Dec. IS. 2010, at 1:22 a.m. at West
ern Baptist Hospital.
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at the
funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may he made to the Disable Amer
ican
Veterans, Miles Meredith #7 Chapter, PO. Box 3274, Paducah.
KY
42002.
()nime condolence may he made at www.thejlichurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are handled by the ill. Churchill Fune
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Students earn honors
at Mid-Continent

e-mail: communitynews@murrayledger.e

om

American Legion Post 73
will meet tonight

rA121110C3PS„y

MAYFIELD. Ky. - The follow mg
Mid-Continent University students earned President's List and Dea
n's Lust honors in the ADVANTAGE Program:
President's List - Marion Lajeret.
Jennifer Tingle. Jonathon
Armstrong. Bruce Leavell. Joshua
Moorehead. Jenger DeSheilds,
Daniel litier, kremc Rose and Brad
ley Bryan, all of Murray;
Robert Bryant. Laura Jackson
and Vickey Cowart. all of
Almo.

;Xi-arrival' Legion Post 73 of Murray invi
tes
all veterans to attend the monthly meetin
g at
7 p.m. tonight, Thursday. The meeting ha%
neer' moved forward one week
due to
Christmas and is at the American
Legion
Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Driv
e. For
more information, call Commander
Amos
McCarty at 293-1320 or 761-5709.

Dean's List - Teddy Futrell of Murray
: and Randall Louis of New
Concord.
To achieve the President's List, students
must maintain a 4.0 grade
point average on a 4.0 scale term. To
achieve the Dean's List. student must maintain a grade point aver
age between 3.5 and 3.99 on
a 4.0 scale.
ADVANTAGE is an accelerated &Ei
re completion program_
Adults 24 and above with approxim
ately two years of college can
earn the last half of their bachelor
's degrees by attending class one
night per week for 18 months of inst
ruction I. p011 completion students earn 3 Bachelor of Science
in Business Management and/or
Christian Ministry To learn more abou
t ADV-VN UWE,call 1 NW)
MCU-GRAD.

Datebook
Sena Teague,
Community
editor

A community benefit chili lunch for
MurraY
Calloway County Need Line will
be held
Friday. Dec. 17, from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the
Murray Banquet Center. Cost is $6 and proceeds
help provide food
and supplies for the winter season. For more
information, call 7536333.

Daughters of Confederacy will meet

The J.N. Williams Chapter United Daughter
s of the Confederacy
will hold their Christmas party on Frid
ay, Dec 17, at 5 p.m.
at
Tom's Grill. Everyone is asked to bring
a $5 gift for exchange. For
more information, call Frances Spillman
at 435-4130.

Walker to speak at
New Beginnings

Special to the Lodgor
Litabeth Vi,'alker will speak to
the New Beginnings Support
Group on Saturday. Dec. 18. at
Westside Baptist Church. Her
topic will be how God has
brought her life from darkness
to light and how she is grateful
for the change not only for herself, but also for her family. A
potluck meal will be at 6:30
p.m. and Walker's presentation
will follow.
Convenient parking is in the
rear of the building. Childcare is
provided. Meetings are open to
the public and everyone is invited. For a ride, call Linda or Ron
Wright at 753-0156.
Uzaboth Walker

Locust Grove to present musical

Knit-wits will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Vincent,
880 Crossland Rd., Murray, will
The Knit-wits knitting group will
observe their 50th wedding anni
meet Friday. at 1 p.iii. iii
versary on Friday. Dec. 17. 2010.
the
Community Room of the Calloway
They were married on that date in
Cou
nty Public I.ibrary. Knitters
1960 in Greenville.
of all levels are welcome. For mor
A celebration is planned for Sunday
e information, call Dot at 75
. Dec. 19. from 2-4 p.m. at the
480
3.
Coldwater Church of Christ. 846
7 State Route 121 North, Murray.
Mrs. Mary Vincent worked at Wal
mart for 27 years and she then
Reformers' Unanimous to meet
retired after nine years of service
at Cracker Barrel. Mr. Vincent
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith
retired from Kroger after 25 year
based addictions program. will
s of service.
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m.
They are the parents of two children
at Eastwood Baptist Church. Thi•
, Bill Vincent and wife.. Maria
public is invited. Child care is prov
of Coldwater, and Freddy Vincent
ided. For more information
and wife. Cindy of Midlothian.
for a ride, call the church office
Va.
at 75?-1834.
They have three grandchildren. Jare
d Vincent and wife. Krista of
Alpha Department will meet
Murray. Jennifer Vincent of Col
dwater and fiance. Joshua Price of
The Alpha Department of the Mur
Murray. and Mitchell Vincent of
ray Woman's Club will meet
Midlothian.
Saturday. Dec. 18, at 9:30 a.m.
All relatives and friends are invi
at
the clubhouse for the prog
ted to attend. The couple requests
ram
"After School Fun" presented
no gifts.
by Danny Hudspeth. Hostesses
will
be Marlene Beach, Janet Dees
and Brenda Call.

lance program operating in
Calloway County so cancer

The Longest Night — Service ofLi

ght

It is simply our purpose to offer
a time lor people in our conununi
ty to seek
hope and restoration_ Our worship
will include St
. eipturr. readings and
commentaries. and special music
. Candles will he lit to honor and
acknowledge
the pain and grief that nun he prese
nt in our midst_

Lc.. .Fintfir
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First Christian

Wow

r

AU Christmas Decor Discounted 50-75% Ofi!
Nundreds of Items ONLY S1.00

y

an4

WATCH needs aluminum
cans

OPEN THIS SUND
AY!
Monday — Thursday until 5:30 p.m.
Christmas Eve until 4:30 p.m.
400 Main St.• Murr
ay

40,
101,
-ow

WATCH Center at 702 Mai
n St., Murray. needs alumin
um cans
for an on-going fund-raising
project. Peggy Williams, dire
ctor
. said.
"These may be taken to the
center during regular hour
s; or persons
may drive through the dri
veway on the west side of
the center and
place them in the cotton wag
on there anytime day ot
night; or may
be donated at a Make A
Difference Day at Murray
State University
Stewart stadium parking lot.
"

410
.
mkt
aew

.
440 6.060.6.064
.
664.61461 1/4:

NI

Merryman House has need

I i.,

fl

We Sell the New
Medicare Supplement Plans.
Call Robert Billington. jr. or Don

na Marquardt for details.

(270) 753-4751
& Gifts

Grace Baptist to present pla

Grace Baptist Church will
present their Christmas play
. "Once
Upon a Christmas Tree" on
Sunday. Dec. 19. at 6 p.m.
in the Family
Life Center. Everyone is wel
come.

Ribbon Chix •

C:
1)

tike17OVI112th St. (27
0) 53-5007

High school students from all
across Kentucky will come together to compete in the rodeo
arena Dec. 18-19 at the Bill Cher
ry
Exposition Center in Murray.
Events include bareback riding, saddle bronc riding, barrel raci
ng, goat tying, tic down roping,
steer
wrestling, team roping, pole
bending, breakaway roping and hull
riding. Performance times are
Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday at 10
a.m. For more information,
call Laurie O'Bryan at (270) 293-5525
.

To request assistance or info
rmation on how to voluntee
r to
be a driver, call the Ame
rican
Cancer Society 24-hour info
rmation line at I(80)) 227-2345
.
For additional information
on
Road to Recovery,
visit
canceeorg.

?Lire

••

pm.
Soot II um -4 prn

High school rodeo to be held

tit ye tit ta ve 0 to
*"
""

4s,
.

SALE
CMOS
WEIL - UN.

assistance

patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and
from their life-saving treatments.

Church
. am*
Ill N. Fifth St. • Murray KY 42071
• 270-753-3824• www.fccniurray.c
orn

I II i

A musical presentation by the Locu
st Grove Baptist Church's
adult and children's choirs, 14Merry
Christmas To You & Your
Family" will be held Friday. Dec. 17.
at 7 p.m. Childcare is prov
ided. All are welcome.

Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Vincent

Cancer Society offering program

The American Cancer Society
has a free, transportation assis-

Benefit lunch to be held

for

items
Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of Call
oway
County has requested
help for items needed to
assist clients that
have been misplaced fro
m their permanent hom
es due to violence.
Many of these individuals
have children. Current
items needed are
kitchen trash bags. toile
t paper, paper towe
ls, razors, feminine
hygiene products, shampo
o and conditioner, dish
soap, laundry'
detergent, bleach, cleaning
supplies and old cell phon
es. For more
information on how and
where to make a dona
tion, call 759-2373.
All donations are tax
deductible. Merryman
House is a United Way
agency.

L.a. .4

-flolaay Clearance

%gookmaRh

SO% OFF

CIRCLE

• Christmas Decor
• Select Benches
• Pottery & Phmters
• Flags & Garden Art

Bella Taylor
Handbags and Bible Cases

C

IZollinl!,
s
\ t‘ I lit l'crIcct (Jill
"Kentucky Certified Nuriery Pniesoon

CANDLES

YES! We will be OPEN!
Sunday, Dec. 19th — 1:00-4:3
0pm
Christmas Eve — gam - 5pm

Bibles Engraved 411 5pm Chri
stmas Eve _}

al%"

Open Mon. - Sat. 9-5
Sun. 1-5
HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852 /

404 Main Street

Court Square Murray

753-7222

Need Line
lists items
for pantry
Need Line has issued
a new
list of items needed to
replenish
the pantry lor the clie
nts. They
are spinach. tuna, sal
mon, Jiffy
Corn Meal mix, inst
ant potatoes, sweet pota
toes. chicken
broth, cake frosting, spag
hetti
sauce, pineapple. cereal,
macanun and cheese, in
oatmeal: treeter/cixiler item
s needed are eggs, fresh
fruits and
vegetables, fro,en meat
; personal hygiene and
cleaning supplies needed are dish
liquid, toilet paper, shampoo
and toothpaste, also large
brown paper
bags. These items may
he taken
to the Need I'me
building at 638
South I ourth St.,
Murray.
between 10 a in. and
4 p.m..
Monday through
Friday. Need
1.111C is an
t 'muted Way
Agency.
For information,
call 753-6333.
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Opportunity available for
(71./../4 7nowincemeni
young instrumentalists

Special to the Ledger

FRANKFORT,
K
Instrumentalists between
the
ages of 15 and 20 can
apply to
attend
the
Kennedy
('enter/National
Symphony
Orchestra National Trus
tees'
Summer Music Institute.
This is
a four-week summer
music program at the John F.
Kennedy
Center for the PerfOrmi
ng Arts
in Washington, D.C.,
which will
take place between June
27 and
July 25. 2011. The
Kentucky
Arts Council is coordina
ting the
application
process
for
Kentucky candidates.
Students accepted into
the
Summer Music Institute
attend
on full scholarship,
which
includes
housing,
food
allowance and local tran
sportation during their stay
Need based financial aid is also
available for transportation to
and
from Washington, D.C.
The Summer Music Insti
tute
Ut ludes:
• Private lessons taught
by
members of the Nati
onal
Symphony Orchestra (NS())
• Chamber music coaching
by
NSO musicians
• Master classes and semi
nars
• Attendance at selected
rehearsals and performances of
the NSO
• Participation in the NSO
Summer
Music
Institute
Orchestra conducted by
Elizabeth Schulze
• Performance opportunities
in the Washington. D.C., metropolitan area
• Exposure to internationally
renowned conductors, soloists
and musicians.
The Kentucky Arts Council is
accepting applications (which
require recorded auditions) for
Kentuckians to attend the
Summer Music Institute on
behalf of the NSO. For more
information and application
forms,
go
to
http://bit.ly/KAC2OI 1NSO.
Because Kentucky is hosting
the
NS0's
American

Residencies program lOr 2011,
flu ire than one student from the
Commonwealth will be selected
for the Summer Institute. The
SUMMCI Music Institute is a
continuation of the National
Symphony Orchestra American
Residencies program of the
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts. The student
fellowships are made possible
by the NS() National Trustees,

Kye Azariah Wilson

Zeh oid Beck.' Wilson of Dexter,
are the parents of a son, Kye
Azariah Wilson. born Saturday, Dec.
I 1, 2010. at 7'5 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds eigh
t ounces and measured 21
inches. Two brothers are Davontae
and Gregory Wilson and a siste
r
is Austrailya
Grandparents are Steve and Hillary
Stout of Sevierville. Tenn.,
and Rick and Sherri Wilson of Murr
ay.
Great-grandmothers are Vernell Stout of
Buchanan, Tenn., and
LaVaun Kilpatrick of Coldwater. Mich
.
Kye also has many aunts, uncles and
cousins.

It's never too Late to get

great gifts at Lowe's.

Prices valid 12/16/10 -1.2/20/10
unless otherwise noted.
While supplies last. See store
for deteds.

Let's Build Something Togeth
er

it

10" Single-Bevel
Compound
Miter Saw
'Includes stand and
rollers #220364

• Go to Lowes.com
• Visit the store near yo
u
• Use 'jour mobile phone

Guaranteed Christmas
delivery if ordered on
Lowes.com by 12/21/10.
Parcel shipments only
Excludes Special Order

While supplies last

e

SHOP. CLICK. PICK UP
20

MINUTES GUARANTEED" 1

Shop online through Christmas
Eve and pick up your
order before our stores close at
6 pm, Friday 12/24/10.

now
11897
was

Shiver on
the River
slated for
Jan. 1

I hursday, December 16, 2010 • 5

NEW Lowsn'PRICil
now
wits
$1998
s24

117'7

MaxLife LED
Tripod Flashlight
•tiailds tree conven.enCe
•3 settings .Multi-positioning
ileari #158803

81 -Piece Drill/Driver Bit
with Contractor Bag
Whik supplies last

36-Piece SpeedFit
Micro Screwdriver ano
Precision Kniie Set a, ,* 18'41

Let them choose exactly

3-Piece 18-Volt NiCd
Cordless Combo Kit #1',468
While supplies last

what they want - instantly.

Send a Lowe's e-gift card on Lo
wes.com or pick up a gift card
in store.

Special to the Ledger
Hundreds of people from
Kentucky and Tennessee will
jump into the New Year, and
Kentucky Lake. to raise funds
for REAL. Hope Youth Center
on Saturday. Jan. I. 2011.
Shiver on the River takes place
annually at the Paris Landing
ALL IN-STOCK
State Park Marina in Buchanan.
FLOOR CARE AND
Tenn., at noon on New Year's
Receive 20% off Samsung mator appli
SMALL APPLIANCES
ances priced $227 or more (before
taxes) or
10% off other mator appliance bran
Day.
ds priced $397 or more (before taxes
) Includes
in stock or Special Order Not valid
Participants can gather sponon previous sales, installation and
delivery
fees, extended protection plans,
Machine rentals, coffee and
water
heaters. Electrolux Pacor or select
sorships or sign up on the day of
Fisher&Paykel items Discount taken
accessories not included Disc
at time of purchase
ount taken
the event. Registration opens at
at time of purchase While supplies last
II a.m. A minimal donation
includes a souvenir T-shirt and
brunch at Paris Landing Inn
immediately following the
event.
The event's beneficiary,
REAL Hope Youth Center, is
a local, after-school program
dedicated to offering recreation.
education, arts and leadership
activities to the children of
Henry County.
New this year to Shiver on the
River is the Spectacular
ALL IN-STOCK RUOS
Cannonball
Splash
Competition. V, Ilia will he
Apt
t.i induur and outdoor holiday
decorar
s. live wreaths and garland and
now
judged by a panel of local
holiday electrical accessories
Discount taken at time of purchase
Excludes
celebrity judges. A trophy will
was
fresh -cut Christmas trees, poinsettia
Offer valid through 12/27/10
s and
$159 1199
be awarded to the individual
holiday storage Selection may vary
Selection varies by store
by store
Four-Burner Gas Grill
making the biggest splash hrst,
Discount taken at time of purchase
•,Ifi
Bill-, al i,1•1/1,1
While supplles last.
second and third place trophies
will be awarded for the most
money raised in group and individual categories.
Last year this event raised
more than $13,0(10 from more
fans
than 100 plungers. The 2010
17 19 at FaCebook com/Lowes.
event brought jumpers Itom as
far away as Knoxville. "Tenn.
"We encourage folks to come
him the big Nesk, Year's Eve
Details on our policies and services: Price
party at Paris Landmg State
s may vary after 12/20/10 it there are
market
Everyday t ow Price pi ilicy See store
'
for details regarding product warranties
"no or 1 ; '1 0 Arlo Tee
Park Inn, then join us for Shiver
We reserve the
the right to correct ;Inv en t or Prices
it to limit
tra,,ed
and promotions apply to US locations
r.i.intetition;i1 error, May oi CIO VVV
only and are available while suppl..•
Lowes.com will be ready for pick up
on the River,- said Chamber of
r..ser ve
within 20 reroutes of order completi
•
•
..1)
stock men handise iidered and paid
on Guarantee valid ooly at store selected
only on orders completed at least 60 minu
for on
by ,11.,t,m,..!
tes prior to store closing. Orders plac
Commerce Director Jennifer
;),,6
06)
i
d,'
only
i
during store's normal operating hours,
ed less than 60 minutes prior to closi
after store opening on the next busi
and
ng or outsrde of normal operating hour
day '20 minute period refers to preparatio
s will be ready tor pickup 20 minutes
Wheatley.
order confirmation e mail Guaranteness
n of product for pick in and rIxelt ider, cust
e excludes special orders, orders invol
omer wait time. Time of order completi
ving
addit
on
will
ional
(ow
he
dete
servi
es
corn
rmin
ces.
for
detai
ed
and
by
Lowe
Lowe
ls
k 2010 Lowe's Companies. In( All right
stoi Pros orders. and is not valid the
's
For more information. call
I nday following I hanksgiving day See
s reserved 1. iiwe's. the gable design
and Let's Build Something Together
store or
are registered trademarks of Lf. L.LC
(731) 693.3133 or visit
10171)1)
www.ShiverOnTheRiver.com.
001/101791/004 014016 or / 018 ON 021.073 02/
031 036 045 049 054 056 068 069 0/3 077,0/8
087.08/ 092.0
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20off

ALL HOLIDAY
DECORATIONS

You're invited to our Facebook gift-a-t

Ill Join 350,000+

at our second party Decerntwr

hoin

We're in your neighborhood! For the store neares

t you, visit us at Lowes.com or catt 1 800-99
3-U16.
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL: MI'RIMY STATE 94, BET
HEL 52
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RACERS SLAM
DOOR ON BETHEL
IN I.X)MINANT
SECOND II VI

.1

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
DIY ision 1 coaches don't usually
learn too much about then teams
when play ing down in competition as
Murray State did Wednesday night
against Bethel. an N NI A program.
But Racer head coach Billy
Kennedy •aV‘ a certain something in
his team coming out of the lockei
room to open the second hall
Leading Bethel 44-31 at the break.
the Race's had two options
They could resell to the was they
played through the first 12 minutes or
the first hall latter which the Wildcats
held a 25-24 lead). or they could put
the proverbial nail in the coffin.
Kennedy's players chose the se:
ond option, going on a 12-0 run our of
the gate to build a comfortable lead
that the head coach deemed cushy.
enough in order to give walk-ons
Picasso Sinunons and Jordan Burge
more playing time than they had seen
in some time.
Simmons even scored his first
points of the season on a ladeaway
juniper that rattled around and fell
through in the game's final minutes,
eliciting the loudest cheer of the
evening from the CFSB Center crowd.
"I thought the first five minutes of
the second half, we showed some
maturity," said Kennedy. "That's
against a Bethel team th:it's a smaller
classification. hut for us to jump out
on them like that showed some maturity by our three seniors."
After going without a home game
since Nov. 20, players were simply
glad to get back on the CFSB Center
court ahead of a Saturday nre.ht rivalry matchup against Western Kentucky
in the building.
"It's a good confidence-buildei
because we're back home." said senior guard Isacc Miles. who was the
Ione Racer starter who did not reach
double-figures Wednesday. scoring
nine points.
"To get a win like that and let
everyone play, it's a fun experience.
(The walk-ons) work even harder than
us in practice because they have to
play defense on us, so these kind of
games. we like to he able to give them
a chance to play."
Murray State got strong games
from each of its top three big men,
ELAINE KIGHT For the I Prige
outscoring Bethel 50-20 in the paint Murray State guard Isaiah Canaan goes to tti basket against two Bethel defenders during
Wednesday's
and outrebounding the Wildcats 52- game at the CFSB Center. Canaan scored a game-high 15 points on 5 for-6 from
the field and 2-tor-2
from three-point range.
39.
Ivan Aska, who did not start for the
points came in transition. Murray offensive rebounds
to Bethel tone of
second consecutive game even after
State looked to go inside in the half- few
unimpressive
statistics
notching
a
double-double
at court throughout
Up Next
much of the evening. Thursday), Kennedy said he thought
Chattanooga Saturday, was especially
Western Kentucky at
"We knew (Bethel) was going to he his team had taken a definit
e step forbig on the boards, pulling down 14
a lot smaller." said McClain. "I think ward since its last home
Murray State
game against
rebounds.
we built a lot of confidence back as Reinhardt, anothe
When:
730
pm
Saturday
r
NAIA
squad
Ed Daniel, who earned his second
Where: CFSB Center
far as finishing around the basket, which hung with MS11
much longer
start. and Jeffery McClain each conRadio: WFOS, 103 7 FM
offensive rebounding. stuff that's than Bethel.
Records: WKU 5-5 (0-0. Sun Belt) MSU 6-4
tributed 12 points and brought down
going to help us build onto better
Il-i OVC)
"It was a good team win, and it was
four and six rebounds, respectively.
Last meeting: WKU won 83-72 in 2009 in
games."
While many of the Racers' inside
BowItng Green
'Though the Racers surrendered 19
See RACERS,7
Series record: YVKU leads 95-52

Daniel adjusting to
starting role
1111PRON LD DEFENSE B I IIIND
SONION1ORE'S LAKIN-SEASON SI It( E
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
For Ed Daniel, it's still Dr.
Pepper and candy.
In other words. the Murray
State sophomore forward says
he hasn't changed much especially his pregame meal
since playing his way into a
starting spot prior to Saturday's
win at Chattanooga.
It was the first time Daniel
had gone through pi egame
introductions in his college
C areer, something he said made
him feel like he was hack in

high school again. where he terrorized the state of Alabama
during an illustrious career at
Birmingham Woodlawn.
But there isn't anything
'high-school' about the way
Daniel has been playing as of
late.
He scored 12 points and
grabbed four rebounds in
Wednesday's win and is becoming a consistent force in horn
categories as his playing time
continues to grow.
But the area in which he has
helped Murray State the most

is starting -is defense
"He's just so athletic that,
defensively, he can bother people more so than Ivan."
Kennedy says.
Ile still struggles with fouling too often. Though he started
at Chattanooga. he played just
13 minutes because or foul trouble.
(iii Wednesday, however, he
fouled illSt twice and played late
into the second half. Granted,
that came against a much less
lot-boding inside presence presented by Bethel, but nevertheless, it's progress.
and the u eason he

ELAINE KIGHT
For the Ledger

Ed
Daniel
shoots this
hook
shot
over the outstretched
arm of Bethel
defender Erin
Harris during
Wednesday's
game at the
CFSB Center.
Daniel made
his second
consecutive
start
and
scored
12
points.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Murray State wide receiver Marcus
Harris fights for extra yardage after
catching this pass in a game Nov. 13
at Austin Peay. Harris was named an
All-American by the Associated
Press on Wednesday after a stellar
senior season.

Harris
named AP
AllAmerican
SENIOR RECEIVER
HONORED FOR
84-CATCH,
1,057-YARD SEASON
From MU Athletics
The record-setting season of wide receiver Marcus Harris was honored Wednesday
as the senior was selected a Second-Team
All-America by the Associated Press.
He is the 35th All-American in MSLI history and the fourth wide receiver to he honored. joining Lee McCormick (1985),
Stanley Howard(1986)and Reggie Swinton
(1996).
Harris (North St. Louis, Mo.) put together one of the finest single-season performances in school history. as he hauled in 84
passes for 1,057 yards and nine touchdowns. He did all this despite missing two
games with an injury.
Harris leads the FCS in receptions per
game (9.33), and ranks second in yards per
game (1174),
In just nine games, Harris ranks second
on the single-season list for receptions and
tied for second in yards. He also tied for
fourth on single-season touchdown list.
while putting his name in a tic at the top of
the list with five 100-yard performances.
I tarns began the season by catching 11
passes for 73 yards in the season opener
against Kent State. but suffered an injury
that forced him to miss the next two games.
He made his return against UT Martin and
caught three passes for 52 yards in the Racer
victory.
•See HARRIS,7

TITANS FOOTBALL

Finnegan:
Get popcorn
for rematch
with Johnson
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) --Tennessee cornerback Cortland Finnegan
says fans should get their popcorn ready
when he and Houston receiver Andre
Johnson take the field
untlay
for
"The
Rematch."
Instead of punches
Ind
helmets
being
,anked off, look for a
ace-to-face
apology
with no retaliation.
Quick jamming probaFinnegan
bly is out too to be safe.
"Just clear the air. Let everybody
know no hard feelings. Let's just play
football," Finnegan said Wednesday.
Johnson is ready to listen to end this
episode. He regrets losing his temper and
yanking off Finnegan's helmet before hitting him three times Nov. 28. He doesn't

See DANIEL, 7

II See FINNEGAN, 7
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"My defense has been Ilk.
biggest thing," says Dante!
when asked where he has seen
the most improvement in himself. "Now it's easy for me to
guard anyttody....1 got to play a
little bit more tonight, and it was
nice not to play with fouls.'
A smile washes across the 6foot-7, 220-pounder 's lace when
he's asked about starting, but he
says it doesn't make too much
difference.
"A little but, but not really,''
he says. "It's really the same as
coming ofT the bench. It's an
honor."
For now, it looks like he will
continue to start. The change has
been good not only for Daniel,
but for Aska as well, who earned
a double-double at Chattanooga
and pulled down 14 rebounds
against Bethel.
And, after all, the Racers arc
2-0 with that particular lineup.
"It has worked for two games
in a row, so I doubt we'll change
it, but our practice habits are up
and down a little bit, so we've
got to keep them on edge,"
Kennedy said. "ney've got to
believe anybody can take their
Spot.
In Kennedy's preseason press
conference at the Racers' Media
Day, he counted Daniel as half
of a player when talking about
returnees who fully understood
what it takes to win at a Division
I level.
Kennedy says Daniel continues to improve steadily, and to
his teammates, the biggest differences have come in work
ethic and attention to detail.
"In practice, he's been dominating, doing the little things
coach asks and rebounding."
says Isacc Miles.
"He's definitely improved
game to game. and that starts in
practice.- says Jeffery McClain
"He's getting better in practice
and that's just leading into
games."
All that and, of course, a
nutritious pregame diet.
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From Page 6
I at was just the beginning
for Harris, as he caught eight
passes for 99 yards against
Jacksonville State befitre putting
together one of the hest singlegame performances against
Missouri State. He caught nine
passes in the game, covering 213
yards. while setting a school and
Ohio Valley Conference record
with five touchdowns.
Harris followed that performance by hauling in II passes for
85 yards and a touchdown
against Eastern Illinois, marking
the last time Harris would be held
Linde! 100 yards in his career.
The final four games of the
season saw Harris go for 128
yards (12 catches) against
Eastern Kentucky. 126 yards (8
catches) against Tennessee Tech,
138 yards ( I catches) against
Tennessee Tech, and 137 yards
(11 catches) against Tennessee
State.
His 67-yard touchdown
against TM]. proved to be the
game-winning touchdown as the
Racers finished the season with a
6-5 record, their first winning
season since 2004.
Harris closed out his remarkable MSU career as the school's
all-time leader in receptions
(216) and yards (2.471). while
ranking second in touchdowns
(21).

co

Dooley relishes extra practice
time with young Vols
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. tAP)
non nom hack-to-back ‘oaL lung
For Tennessee coach Derek turnovers
and injuries. The Vols
Doi iley. a howl game means an had
16 true freshmen make it to
opportunity to put the Volunteers the playing
field this season,
through another training camp ranking
thew behind only Air
this season.
Force and Florida for most freshDooley gave his players over men played.
two weeks off practice to give
They had their share of growtheir bodies a chance to heal front ing
pains during what was
the grind of the regular season. already
a tough schedule with
Starting Thursday, he'll put the opponen
ts like Oregon, Florida,
Vols through a sort of mini-camp. I.SU
and Alabama, but started
drilling the young players on fun- practicing
well and winning in
damentals and conditioning them the final month
of the season, putto lac. North Carolina in the ting together
a four-game win
Music City Bowl on Dec. 30.
streak to earn their howl bid.
"It's an opportunity to continAnd unlike the spring and fall
ue to develop and coach your camps. Dooley
and his. staff
football team to get better,- won't have to spend
so much
Dooley said Wednesday. "It's time figuring out who
the players
going to be physical. It's going to are and what they can
contribute
hurt.to the team.
Tennessee (6-6) has had little
"You get 15 extra practices.
depth this season because of attri- lhat's pretty much
a whole other

Business•Horne•Car•Health •Life .
"Your more than one company agencyr

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-7534155

!livid King

SCOREBOARD
Prep Boys Basketball
Tonight
Calloway Co at Graves Co 730 pm
Lone Oak at Mayfield 7 30 p m
Marshall Co at Murray 7 30 p m
Prep Girls Basketball
Tonight
.0
.1i M/101f1111 1 ;
M/I1,;1,111 • 1 .1; M1111.1, 1.; ; •
L,11(1W.•11 I ` 1' P.1'111.
; 11,

gled defensively early. however, earning an early seat on the
bench in favor of Donte Poole.
"Isaiah wasn't guarding anybody." Kennedy said. "We're
challenging him on the defenove end to get better.
Offensively, he's extremely
gifted. He's always leading us
in scoring. hut he's got to do
othei. things to help us win.-

Tonight
Austin Peay at MirmplIrr / m iCSSI
Hiwassee at Tennessee Tech 7 p m
National Football League
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
11
2 0 846
Jot
9 4 0 692
7 6 0 538
3 10 0 231
South

Bethel
Murray State

21

31
44 50

Catch All
asketball Action On
M ES ChanneI5.,t5
Cifterurcf g'fr

3-pt.:
FT:
Rebounds- Turnovers:
Murray State (6-4) — Canaan 15,

Dana, 1;' McClain 12 Jenk•ns 11, Miles
9 Tong 9 Jackson 8. Aska 6 Poole 5.
Garrett 3, Simmons 2 Griffon 2
35-65
5-14
19-32
52

FG:
3-pt..
FT:
Rebounds: Turnovers: 15

R.eplaysiet(6D164031 Dee. 19 Wowing MNS is. 41)&411 Co,
12:30 p.m. 10 6 p.m.

0
0
0
0

9
r

4
8
11

West

L
8
7
10

615
538
385
385

Pct
769
0 692
0 385
0 154

T Pct
IT 1,15
f',38
0 462
9 231

Chicago
Green Bay
Minnesota
Detroit

11
2 0
10 3 0
8 5 0
1 12 0
North
W
L
r
9 4 0
8 5 0
5 8 0
3 10 0
West
6
6
5
4

7
7
8
9

Pct
692
615
385
731

0 462
0 462
0 385
0 308

R clinched playoff spot

Thursday, Dec. 16
Sunday. Dec. 19

San Francisco at San Diego 7 20 pm
Kansas City at St Louis noon
Washington at Dallas noon
Houston at Tennessee noon
Arizona at Carolina, noon
Philadelphia at N V Giants noon
Detroit at Tampa Bay noon
Cleveland at Cincinnati, noon
Buffalo at Miami, noon
Jacksonville at Indianapolis noon
New Orleans at Baltimore noon
Atlanta at Seattle 3 05 p m
Denver at Oakland 3 15 pot
N V Jets at Pittsburgh 3 15 p or
Green Bay at New England 7 20 p n•

Monday. Dec. 20

Minnesota at Minneapta,r,
rr

Sports riefs
•Murray State baseball coach Rob McDonald will host a Christmas
Baseball Camp on Monday, Dec. 20 for first-through-eighth-graders at
Racer Arena and the Carr Health Building North Gym. The camp will
feature instruction and drills as well as live batting practice. Check in will
begin at 8 a.m., and the camp will run from 9 a.m to 2 p.m. For more
information, access an online brochure on the Murray State oaseball
web site under 'Camps' or e-mail dskirka murraystate edu.
•The Marshall County Elks Lodge 2707 will holds its annual freethrow shooting contest (Hoop-Shoot) Saturday, Jan. 8 at the Marshall
County High School gym at 4 p.m The contest is for boys and
girls.
ages 8-13, divided into three age-appropriate brackets. The three boys
and three girls winners advance to a district meet in Madisonville later
in January These winners can then advance to state, regional and
national meets. No sign-up is necessary For more information, contact
Don Bock at (270) 527.-3477 or the Elks at 527-3780. Also log on to

Elks.org/hoopshoot.

B1SKETBALL

Jacksonville St. falls
to Presbyterian in OT
CLINTON. S.C. (AP) —
Al'Lonzo Coleman scored six of
his 19 points in overtime as
Presbyterian
defeated
Jacksonville
State
74-70
Wednesday night.
The game saw 14 ties and 19
lead
changes,
with
the
Gamecocks' Jeremy Bynum hitting a jumper with 6 seconds left
in regulation to tie it at 57.

4111111b
,

GEAR UP
11/1/111/1il

After Bynum opened overtime with a layup. Ryan
Hargrave's three-point play
gave Presbyterian the lead for
good.
Jacksonville State (2-9) outshot the Blue Hose 56 percent
(28 of 50) to 51.1 percent (24 of
47), but Presbyterian hit 23 of
30 free throws compared to 10
of 15 for the Gamecocks.
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THIS WEEK'S FEATURED CAME
Murray High Tigers
litS vs. Marshall ,o.
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Watch it LIVE on Dec
at000pm!

THIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAME
=. Calloway County takers
vs. Graves County Eagles

O

Bethel (10-3) — Cruduh 1 ,3

Hard,'
Palmer 8 Williams 5 Lint-Iwo, 4
Doyle 3 Hyndman 3 Holt 2 Jeffers 2
Andrews 2
FG: 1 9-68
4-15
10-16
39
19

5
6
8
8

North
W 1_ T
10 3 0

52
94

From Page 6
fled north to become the Titans. self.
think that brawl changed him
Not that the Titans are back"I thought we were cool, but
and plans to ignore Finnegan's ing down.
then we were taking a knee last
shenanigans this time around.
Finnegan will match up on year when we played them up
"He's a feisty guy. He plays Johnson throughout this game in Tennessee, and he decided to
very hard.- Johnson said in the just as he did in Houston, put his helmet through my
Texans' locker room. "If you which is the first nine the chest when we were taking
a
look at other games that he's Titans had matched the 5-toot - knee. We even say: 'Hey.
we're
been in. he sometimes gets 10, 188-pound cornerback tut taking a knee.' That's just who
guys out of their game during the 6-4 receiver who is the only he is.- Daniels said. "So I
don't
games and when we played player in NFL history with 60 know if 'Dre put
him in his
them last time he got me out of or more catches in his first place or what,
we'll see.mine and got me ejected. eight seasons.
Houston coach Gary Kubiak
That's just something that you
Before they were ejected. said as a coach he appreciate,.
as a player have to control, and Johnson had caught nine passes watching great players working
1'1! do that on Sunday.for 56 yards and a touchdown. so hard to win a game. Kubiak
Both men will he watched Titans coach Jeff Fisher said he doesn't know what happene
d
closely --- especially by offi- doesn't think Finnegan did last time.
cials ---- to see how they react anything to deserve ejection or
"I don't think you ever
three weeks after being ejected suspension in that game. He know personally exactly what's
in Houston's 20-0 win and sees Johnson and Finnegan as going on out there between two
fined $250)0 each by the NFL. great players and competitors guys, hut they always play hard
Fights happen all the time dur- and is sticking up for the cor- and they're always getting
after
ing the heat of training camps, nerback with a short memoiy each other and they challen
ge
but this incident was a shocker. who fights and scratches every each other and they both rise
to
"What happened last time is dow ti.
the challenge. That's what
unacceptable.- Finnegan said.
"For the most part. he plays makes them both great play"We're just looking forward to within the rules," Fisher said of ers.- Kubiak said.
a victory, looking forward to Finnegan. "Yes, he's had his
Finnegan insists nothing
the next game and getting that share of tines for play-related will happen this time around
had taste out of our mouth.things. Not a lot of his lines beyond just football.
That's exactly the sante were from outside the line. I
"Retaliation is for the
approach Johnson is taking.
think he has a reputation birds," Finnegan said.
The 'Titans 0-8) have lost around the league that if most
Johnson says that wasn't
six straight. and the Texans (5- people got to know him they him that day. He isn't
proud of
8) have lost six of seven. would feel otherwise.what he did and wants to just
Houston has the chance to
Houston tight end Owen 'tune past that fight.
sweep Tennessee for just the Daniels has a different opinion.
"It's over with. and there's
second time since the 'Texans He sees Finnegan as an instiga- nothing I can do
about it, "
began play in 2002 as the tor who doesn't need to do any Johnson said.
replacement to the Oilers who of that extra stuff to prove him

Watch it LIVE on Dec. 16th
at6:00 pm!

WIT Pct
8
/
5
5

L T Pct

Atlanta
New Orleans
lampa Bay
Garoliria

Prer.1),,it'r
1OTI
Murray
-la

Jacksonville
Indianapolis
Houston
Tennessee

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
Philadelphia
9 4 0 692
N V Giants
9 4 0 692
Washington
5 8 0 385
Dallas
4 9 0 308

South
W L T Pct

OVC Basketball
Wednesday
•1
r
1,1 70

N

•Finnegan

VW

The Insurance Center of Alum

L T Pct

From Page 6
stretch in which MS11 began to
good to have production front distance themselves from the
everybody.- he said. "The key Wildcats. the Racers racked up
was not to play down to the steals on four consecutive
environment, and I didn't think Bethel possessions. stretching a
25-24 deficit into a 3-1-25
we did that.MSU put four players in advantage.
Throughout the game. the
double-figures in all, getting a
game-high 15 points from Racers were hest in transition.
Isaiah Canaan arid II from B.J. where they shared the hall faultlessly. accumulating 15 assists
Jenkins.
Jewuan Long. who had on the evening
"I think we're good when we
struggled as of late, scored nine
points and
grabbed
six get on the defensive end and get
rebounds off the bench, and the easy baskets.- said Miles
Racers got eight points and five "Sharing the ball is important.
boards from Shawn Jackson, Let's get everybody going
who played through a knee rather than just playing one-on
injury that continues to hamper one all the time.Kennedy attributed the slow
him.
Defensively, the Racers start more to solid execution on
accumulated 10 steals and Bethel's part rather than slugforced Bethel into 19 turnovers. gish play from his own squad.
Canaan. particuarly. strugDuring the late first-half

also he shown on

ElfCAA MAD
Smi nsored By:

spring pi actice session. If you
look at it that way it's huge. especially with the youth on our foot
hall team and them playing as
much as they have, this is huge
For them and their development."
senior tight end Luke Stocker
said.
The Vols spend their time off
from practicing working out, lifting weight'. and throwing the hall
around -- much like they do during their summer break front
football practice.
Dooley said he'll spend the
first four practices this month
completely focused on coaching
fundamentals and conditioning
the players. Starting Monday, the
team will begin preparing for the
Tar Heels like a normal game
week hut will take a break on
Christmas Eve and Christmas
Day before traveling to Nashville.

•Racers
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Photo by Terry Little
WHITE CHRISTMAS: Joshua Byrne and Hayle
y McCuin sing a duet in the Playhouse in
the
Park production of "Irving Berlin's White
Christmas." The show continues at 7 p.m. Frida
y
and
Saturday and will have its last performanc
e at 2 p.m. Sunday.

Murray Art
Guild calendars
now available
Special to the Ledger
ftc MurraN Art Guild's 2011
rt Calendar features the work
ttI ttea youth artists. The art
ik. which includes watercolia s. drawings, book arts. photography' and collage was created in MAC, youth workshops or
eshibited in MAC,competitions.
The calendars, which make
great stocking stutters. are
ailable at the MAG Art
Market.
Tourism
Office.
Chamber of Commerce. G4Jery
10q. and Red Bug on Third.
Proceeds from the sale of the
suppon MAG's

Phcto prowde.d
MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS: Winter weather
conditions over last weekend forced the cancelatio
n
of the Purchase Players' Dec. 12 matinee of
"Meet Me in St. Louis." Because of this, the troup
e
plans an encore performance at 2 p.m.
Sunday. Dec 19 at the Community Performing
Arts
Center in Mayfield. Patrons who pre-purcha
sed tickets for the canceled show will have seats
reserved for this performance. Conta
ct the box office at (270) 251-903 or e-mai
l
boxoffice@purchaseplayers.com for more
information. Pictured here in a dress rehearsal
are,
from left, Alex Routen, C.J. Elliott, Emily
Duff. Stephanie Lechter, Austin Lamb, Cassydi
Hicks
and Sydney Hughes.

J
Hada

Me(

Summar,

Arts in the Region
• John Sutton Band plays
tonight (Thursday) at the Big
Apple Cafe. Music starts at 9
p.m. There is a cover charge and
weekend shows are limited to
ages 21 and older.

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger & Times
MOVIE SCREENING: Chris Byars.
left, stands with cast
members from his film "Seven Bridges
Road" shortly before a
screening of the movie in the Curris Cente
r Theater Monday.
Dec. 13. Filming for the movie was
done in Calloway County
and Henry County, Tenn.

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
"Conviction," starring Hilary
Swank, Sam Rockwell and
Melissa Leo, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday. For details and
show times, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org
• Draftenville's Kentucky Opry
presents "Doug Gabriel Family
Christmas Celebration" at 7.30
p m. Friday and "A Country
Christmas" at 8 p.m. Saturday
At 10.30 a m. each Sunday, they

also host Kentucky Lake
Cowboy Church For tickets to
shows, call (270) 527-3869 or 1888-459-8704
• The Badgett Playhouse in
Grand Rivers presents "Variety!
Christmas" on Friday and
Saturday. For tickets or more
details, visit www.grandriversvariety.com or call 1-888-3624223.

• The Murray Art Guild presents "Members' Exhibition Small
Works" through Thursday,
Dec. 23
• The Janice Mason Art
Museum in downtown Cadiz
presents the annual Festival of
Trees exhibit through Dec. 31.
The museum is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. and Sundays from 1-4
p.m.
_

714

•
The
Golden
Pond
Planetarium presents laser light
shows Wednesday through
Sunday at 10 a.m., noon, 1,. 2.
and 3 p.m., with additional 7 and
To add an event to the arts
830 p.m. shows on Saturday.
calen
For more information, visit
dar. contact Hawkins
www.lblorg/PLGate.html or call
Teague
at
753-1916
or
(270) 924-2088
hteague murrayledger.corn.
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classifiedemurrayledgeir.com
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested ,hts,k
the first insertion uf their ads tut any
error Murray Ledger & Times
will lx'
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections
can
be made

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
109
110
120
130
16)
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic A Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home rurnishings
Antiques
Lawn IS Garden

s
190
195
200
110
220
2E0
270
280
285

Farm Equipment
Heiwy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

300
320
330

Susumu' Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

340
360
370
380
399
410
425

Houses For Rent
Storage gentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8, Supplies
Livestock A Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
454
455
460
470
480
485

490
495
WO
510
520
530
550
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Properly
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent

I

',PI

DEADLINES

\

$8.50 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
401, Discount 3rd Run.
Ad. 1014,t Run lVtthot h pill/ Pet 1011
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping
Guide)
I
•I )`,

Farms For Sal,'

Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicle.,
Used Carr.
'ions
Used Truc ks
Campers
Boats A Motors
Services °tiered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

$8.2:i First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words
S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per
day.
extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into
Smart Sayer)
The publisher RI:1,111,11ns the right
to reject tn
arty 91.1bmitled math:,
\ L. 13 ri.. Ir;
1) 1V1LL
111L tvLLEALL o.L Ns.2 1.2s-1.11r1

Monday

Fn. 10 a.m.

Smart Saver
Tuesday

Fn. 10 a.m.
Mon. 10 am.

Wednesday

Mon. 12 p.m.

Thursday

Wed. 10 a.m.

Fndav
Satirday

Thur. 10 a.m.
Thur. 12 p.m

To Place Your Ad Call the Class
ified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashl
ey Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whit
nell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Legal
Notice

060

We Danny QiitAADv.til
Dann,"0 Hudspeth, Mayor
Attest
loto provided
:ancelation

we !lariat McClure
Hada McClure. City Clerk

the troupe
ming Arts

Summary prepared iv Warreullopktris
City Attorney

nave seats
or e-mail
earSal are,
;sydi Hicks
41110041'

cip..0

Bags & Ming
I1
Booth enlh

Thursday,

Mason

44,

•

NEW "Razor Cut"
tbire
Coats. Hoodies 14 Tops
Assort. Silicone Watches Only $8.00
All Jewelry & Handbags 20% off
$5.00 off Razor (7ut with this coupon
New Shipment of Scarves
& Stretch Rings
Trends St Treasures Mall
Old Uncle Jetts Buildin
•
•
•
••
0e'•

Ntion. Small

Art

Dwn Cadiz

Murray-Massage
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1916
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2
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050
Lost and Found

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for dny error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
$o corrections can
be made.

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved cne we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions hr a temporary
assignment.
Positions available on
1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts

PADUCAH Day or
Night Real Estate 96/hr
Licensing
Class.
Begins
1-6-2011.
Graduate few weeks
up to 12 months.
Location:
Coldwell
Banker
Conference
Room, Exit 4. Pre-register cash, check,
debit/credit cards, payment plan. 270-2230789.
American
Career
Training Real Estate
School, since 1992.
E-mail:
deloiseadams St yahoo.
corn
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Check us
out
on the
Web!
www.murraytedger.com

210

Help Wanted

UrdlessesZiumber 2(111)-1522 an ordinance
enact
tug and adopting d iorptdriti
ritt to the Cod:. 1It
hrlinancem of the City ot Murray.
Kenturk‘

Guild ores-

VISA

Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersechuckiones net
i
V
s
www chuckiones net
for
complete
lob
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

Help Wanted

TAKING
APPLICATIONS
Part-Time position for
Circulation Department.
Muq, be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
should gpply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes foi the position it
Advertising
Sales
Representati‘c
Responsibilities for this position include sers
icing established accounts, developing ad‘ei
tising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjo
working with rlie pubiic and be sell-nit ills
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relation,
preferred, hut not required. Salary will hi•
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health arid deni.il
plans. salary plus commission, are all part i ,f
an excellent benefit package.

:1dvertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employe'

Piace

ESTEE LAUDER COUNTER MANAGER
• Full Time
SALES PERSONNEL
• Full & Part Time
Competitive salary, paid vacations and
generous employee discounts. Retail experience preferred.
Apply in perxon at
30.5 S. 12th Street, Murray

SALES PERSOTiTiEL
• flirt/ 'Time
• I ompirrei skill, .k•
\pit
• Otir,ijoili,,1 Pet wrialitu it rho
• Shot '1","Ahle to Wol Nat1/1.hlti

Rirflil ,.1

COMMUNITY-Options.
In Person at
Inc a national non35 'North 12th Street, 'Murray
proiii dedicated to
empowering individuals w/ developmental
disabilities is currently
seeking
Community
Support
Staff
in
Benton KY. FT, PT and
Assistan
opportunities DENTAL
Sub
available! Needed! Hours: M-TH
Responsibilities 8:00am-5.00pm. Mus
1)1SCI.AINIFR
include assisting w/ have experience. Mus
It,
be reliable, profession
daily living skills & the
help ‘3.inted
at.
and have a good
development of indeon our t
pendent community liv- rapport with patients
St ellp.1.1.!L .11
ing, administering med- Serious inquires only.
1111111.1S
1
q11
Mail resumes to P.O
ication and complete
‘011 St Ill ht
. lidlICt
the appropriate docu- Box 995 Murray, KY
1,11)11e1S101k 0111
mentation, and accom- 42071.
1.1%
panying individual to &
Nlintax an.I 10..111,4,
from appointments /
listitij..'s still appc.ii
PECO
activities. H S diploma /
Has sscl,sitc
Accepting
tioucsci as a national
GED, a valid Driver's
sschslic nei all halm),
License w/ a good drivresumes
',it
ing record and a clean
All sales careers
.1112 plat.
111101101
background
are a
& other positions
111,
.' N11111.1%. I cdvet
must! EOE Please
Send to
lune.
Lill
mit
resume
P0.Box 363
iv.
Carla . Spencer @corn,MUrray, KY
p.org or fax to: 270
Ille NI1111.1% Ii
42071.
906-2284
to13 Indult!. I hank

Firewood

GRAPHIC Asst. need
ed with ai/Photoshop
experience,
Adobe,
Excel, word & others.
Hours: M-F 8-5pm
Salary
negotiable.
Resume to Mgr.. P.O.
Box 363, Murray, KY
42071

WANTED HOUSES &
Offices to clean
References
293-3253

FIREWOOD (270)2106267. Pick up or delivery
FIREWOOD delivered.
Call for prices. 2931357 or 270-559-1424.

!
Santa $aving141
s
MUSIC
LESSONS
3 Chestnut St

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for 41 50

Guitar. Piano. Drums
\foto* & I11003
Piano TUniftg
& Sound

MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Saies
Repairs Upgrades
759 3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109
Buying & Sellirtg
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes.
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets
Randy Brandon
293-6999

Articles
For Sale
1981 Amber Wood
Stove Insert
48X48 - w/Blowers
Great Condition
$300 or obo
(270)227-0386
Bowlhex Ultimate 2
Home Gym. Like new.
$1,400, 270-436-2667
Case fra-aor(801 B).
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109, 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures. Free gifts
for kids
Buy and
appraise coins
270-753-4161
FOR SALE: 2 Color
older TV's. 1- 19 inch
$20. 1- 27 inch $30,
DVD's,
and
VCR
Tapes Call 270-2278721 after 4 00pm, if
interested in purchasing any or all
HAY for sale
$3.00/ Bale
753-1287
Manager Electric Bath
Chair Lift. Excellent
condition
Retail
$1,000. Offered at
$300. Call
270-753-2832
RICH top soil, red gravel for sale 210-3781.
559-2032.
Slabs & Sawdust
270-293-9063
Appliances1
22 Cu. ft. Hot Point
refrigerator. Lg G.,
Stove- Frigidaire.
very little. 270-761
5340
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Home Furnishings
_
ANTIQUES.
Burl
Walnut wardrobe. Pie
safe, Chest of drawers,
Trunks, Art, Wicker
couches,
Antique
couches Located in
Murray 404-313-1051

Call Ashley Morris or
Carrie Stephenson at
270-753-1916

Mobile Homes For Sail
2002 Clayton, 16x80
3BR, 28A, vinyl siding
extra clean. Excellen
condition.
270-489-2525
2BR & Lot, $10,900.
270-753-6012

2 BR 1 BA mobile
home, furnished $125
weekly
References
required
270-753-6558
3BR $295 00
2BR $250 00
753-6012
DOUBLE
Wide. -1
Bedroom
270-293-6116
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

1 BR efficiency. Al
appliances, partially
furnished. No pets, non
smoking. $250/mo.
Call 293-2843.
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1808 Monroe 3BR
duplex. C/H/A. w/d,
$500
43R house near MSU
$700
753-0606
1BR Apartment. Clean
& Nice All appliances
including W/D. No pets.
270-436-2524.
Cell 270-293-6906

I

320
Apartments For Rent

2BR, 28A duplex
$525/mo. +1/mo secu
ray-deposit, no pets
please Available
12/17/2010 Call 4928566 after-6pm or 2938566

Due to the holidays some
deadlines have changed
Thursday's deadline is
Tuesday at 10:00 am
Friday's deadline is
Wednesday at 10:00 ars

2BR, C/H/A, all appli
ances, large master
bedroom, deck, & lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

We will not print a paper
Saturday Dec. 25th.

Monday's deadline is
Thursday at 10:00 atti

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
list Full Mo. Rent Free
('alloway Garden
Essex Dow ns
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drtse

Apartments RS Renti

I Fift 14c 2BR Apt.
270-753-8556
TDDI-800-S45-1111.3
Ext. 2/13
F qua. Rpocetuntly

1BR, price reduced,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
18R, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month. 753-5980.
2BR. 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished
$600/month, no pets
753-2225.

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances 1 small
indoor pet allowed
$675 mo
270-227-1743

* * you"
HOLMDAY
* soumoNi

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905

Give a gift subscription to the

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
$30.00
$35.00
6 mo.
$55.00 3 mo.
$63.00
I or.
$I05.00 6 mo.
1 yr.
$110.00

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Kest of KY/FNI
car

WhItheIN Ave.

753-3853

MBC Storage
lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

753-2995

UBSCRI BE

en

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812

NEAR university Like
new large 2BR C H A
Low utilities. Quiet
What you ye been
looking for. $450 +
deposit
(270)978-0913

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only $550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment,
(270)492-8211

a

Fink hanalt

3 mo
6 mo
1 yr

I Check

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

MI Other Mail
Subscriptions
1 mu.
6 mo.
$96.00
I yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

Name
I St Address
I
City
I
•
I State
I filvt line Ph
Mall this coupon with pin nicht
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Rex 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

mit
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320
Apartments i-o Rent 1

House For Sale 0 Owner

ei • 8 •

I
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedrootn Apt'.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apt',
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-605t,
Very nice. large. 1BR
All appliances, including washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or
;70-293-7085
VICTORIAN one bed
room 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Cirove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D.
stove.
refrigerator,
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electric
$600/mo plus deposit.
2-'0 492-8211

Rooms For Rent
Study in paradise
9/miles from campus
515 Saddle Ln. 6/acres
$500/mo
206-883-6219

3 & 4BR Houses
Available.
C/H/A,
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
VERY nice 3BR with
garage. C/H/A, and
appliances Coleman
RE
753-9898
360
Storage Rentals

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&I, RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
l'orocr of 121S. & (.lendale.
10X10 $25 !OAS S40
(270)436-2524
12701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
• 753-9600
Commerical Prop. Foe Rent

RETAIL Store in Haze.
5000
+/
SF
$1000.00/month.
270-492-8211

too., c.40-1 a, 1 lorc• 1 Ai
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Oakhill
1414
Dr.,
Campbell
Estates.
145x175ft. perfect tor
basement.
walkout
270-759-5469 or 270978-0876
LOT FOR SALE BY
OWNER' Country living
near
Murray
between 2 beautiful
homes A 3 acre lot for
$60,000 or 4 5 acre lot
for $70,000 Build your
one-story 2,000 square
feet (minimum) dream
home or a one and a
half or story residence
of 1,500 square feel
(ground floor) The lot
is located on Oaks
Country Club Road
near the intersection of
Wiswell Road
Call
270 435-4001

410 Sycamore St. 1.5
stories. 1,488sqft 23BR, IBA, living-room
dining-room,
utilityroom, garage. tenced
in back-yard. House
needs work. $38.000
270-753-1441
BRAND new 38R 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905.
New 2-4

Bedroom homes in
Riverfleld Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Pets SLIPPilts

Sport Utility Vehicles
puppies
Shih-Tzu
AKC. CKC. male $200$300 270-251-0310
eveaings

07 Toyota FJ Cruiser
Yellow, one owner, low
miles. $19,800. Mickey
Boggess Motors Sales
270-759,1882

Livestock & Supplies
FEEDER Pigs
270-227-7625

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
Call us we will be

We Finance

glad to help

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

•

Satisfaction guarantee
-1816 227-061

YOUR ,AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

You can count on the
most experienced
in West icy.

753-7728

Hilt Electric
Since 1986

24 Noun wawa
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORD.
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
iunk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service insured
753-TREE (87331
ADAMS Horne
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Maio'
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

270-753-1916

YOUR GREETING WILL A NCLUDE
FULL COLOP4'

1929 Ford Model "A"
Street Rod
Matchin Tow Behind Cart

Just,
$40

Two Door Sedan Pane: Wagon

Wishing only
the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

toes'

Eastlake Style China Cabinet • Dropreaf Oval Walnut
Table • Eastlake Walnut Table • 4 Eastlake Walnut
Cane Bottom Chairs• Oak Settee• Marble Top Wash
Stand • Marble Top Dresser • Drop Leaf Table
wiShearaton Legs • Walnut Fern Stand • Windsor
Rocker • Early Fliplop Cherry Card Table • Victorian,
Walnut Dresser, Mirror & Glove Boxes • Walnut
Brown Marble Top Wash Stand • Walnut Washstand
• Walnut Ornate Full Bed "Applied Decorative •
Walnut Ornate Eastlake Bed 3/4 • Empire Chests •
Walnut Eastlake Style Gentlemans Chair • Solid
Mahogany Bedroom Suite "Davis Cabinet co .
Round Walnut Table • Wing Back Chairs • Painted
Ladies Desk • Cut Crystal • Victorian Prints • Gone
With The Wind Lamp • Slag Glass Hanging Lamp •
Pieces Of - Bavaria - Occupied Japan Austria • PT
Germany
Haviland - RS Germany - Limoges
France • Nice Pnnts • Black Mantle Clock • Eastlake
Mantle Clock "F Kroer. NY".Unique Collectibles And
The List Goes On Modern Items Sofa • Side
Chairs • Washer • Dryer • Side By Side Refrigerator •
Miscellaneous • Complete Setlenient Day Of Sale'
Jay Cash Auctioneer
Licensed in Kentucky, Teonesses & Illinois
jarweensincasits.carvy For Pictures & Details!

JAMES R.,CASH
-,. E. AUCTIONEER A REAt ESTATE BRONE,R ,i-FANCY
FARM, KY. 276-62343466 i

:'The Sellin • Machin " I

403 Torn Taylor 1Yail

From: The staff
of the
Murray Ledger
& Times

rto,
' niVW;t11
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1-Conceptis Sudoko

ri.s. It

Ali,

8

Hanging,
Drywall
Finishing, Patch Jobs
All Phases of Painting
FREE ESTIMATES'
Call 270-293-8656 or
270-227-9193

• weekly & special pickups
• leeafty ow lied/operated

3301 St. Rt 121N.

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review

•Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

I. ii.r Murdock • 20- i722.
Fiisplav floors. s

Handyman Work
.0c1(1 Jobs. RePairs;
'Homed.'Ault°. •
Carpentry Light
, leciil, Mobile
Welding, Yards
, Much More
No Job no Small

HO E OWN'
• TREE SERVICE
1.11,41,0.f. Reliable
, Hop F stiiriatot,
,
Swoon Removal
Ceii 270.293-4489
'Home 270-437.3044.

7

6

Answer to previous puzzle

3 7 2
5 1 8
6 9 4
7 2 3
8 69
45 1

5
4
7
6
3
2
1 86 9
2 4 7 8
9 3 5 1

5

7

8

6

5
5

3

9
6
1
8
4
7
5
3
2

8
3
2
5
1
9
4
6
7

1
7
5
4
2
6
3
9
8

6
9
8
1
7
3
2
5
4

4
2
3
9
5

8
7
1
6

•

2

753-8087

Jacob
270-978-0278

ROOFING Licensed
fully
and
insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-261"/

8

3

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
.

8

9

1

1 .1 .1
270473-99 1.
.entockyia•,
amodeting con

FIN I),1%,

2
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839

SUdUhL.,
numberseveral gee,
in the empty
3x3 box
of the Concepts Sudi,

SUDOKU

530
Services Offered

Publish Date:
Monday, December 20
Deadline:
Thursday December 16
at 5PM

J

4

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp
293-8814

0 BRYAN'TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
and operated
- • Free Estimates
• Lic. &
.270-703-102T
270-703-4005
JOhnnyt3Biyan

I
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Services Offered

Murray

Services Offered

All line
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons arid companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Appliance

ads placed in

Repair
4kl.L tiRAND'
S

Ward Elkins
270-753-1713

,

our

paper are
posted on

ii ii iiIII II I I

I. II

I I ,uiit

our website
for free!

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENT S

One order, One check,
One smart move' Save
time and money by
making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-2238821
BUSINESS SERVICES
FREE HD For Life!
Only on DISH
Network! Lowest price
in America! $24.99/
mo for over 120
Channels! $500
Bonus! 1-866-2403844
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE

Murray Ledger & Times

1

Mowing, manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
7

Residential Lot Located At
424 Walnut St_ Smithland, KY
Uvingsten County, KY
All 3 Properties WM Be Sold Ir tom The
Home Location - Drat tornado, KY
r 15% Down, Balance In 30 Days
)
No Buyer's PrOMILIM
\,

-Beautiful

1.8tM
•
LAWN SERVICE

DIVORCE with or wet,REDUCED. Priced for out Children $125
quick sale. New energy With FREE name
efficient. 3BR. 2BA 2- change documents
car garage 2.240 sq. arid marital settlement
ft. cathedral ceilings, agreement. Fast and
concrete
driveway. easy Call us 24hrs/
large lot. No city taxes 7days. 1-888-789Lots of energy rebates 0198;
210-3781. 559-2032
www.CourtDivorceServ
ice.com

2004 Harley-Davidson
Heritage
STC
37 800/miles. $12,000
OFTO 210-753 1441

FREE kittens
293-1017, 753-1159

•

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a Merry
Christmas without buying the cards, writing the notes,
licking the envelopes, and getting the stamps.

Commercial Lot Located At
554 US Hwy 68 East, Benton, KY
At The ..Ict Of 641/68 In Oraftenville
Near King Brothers SUISOf Market

07 Avalanche LT, heated leather, roof, low
miles, 20's $24,900
Mickey Boggess Motor
Sales 270-759-1882
'92 Ford Truck, 351
Windsor
engine
$2.000 060. 270-8045060 270-227-8266
830
Services Offered

Just compare...
save money & time!

2419 US 641 North Benton, KY
3 Bedroom Brick Rome, Situated On 1.1 Acre
Dratfenvtlle - Near Marshall Co High School
Next To The Entrance Of "Stone Budge"

Real Estate

380

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858

,54a9 Merr5 j diristmas in
one easj step!

3. Properties

309 Woodlawn 3BR.
2BA,
new
decor.
$77,900. 474-2520.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 am. - 4 p.m. M-F

•

Nice Antiques - Model A Street Rod

New Construction Approx. 2260 so If
3BR, 2.5BA with Bonus Room
1700 Johnson, Close to Murray High
5234.900
270-978-1107 or 270-978-0505

times For kis

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753 7668

• r-Im. i••

NO MINIMUMS I NO RESERVATIONS!

•01.61.‘ .111111111•11L
••

2BR. 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.

-,
1I 8 •

Sat. Dec. 18th, At 10:00 A.M.
"771e Ed zee ii4C).S4.1 ESink? '

1BR Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-7530728. 270-994-3308

2BR. IBA. 5min Norlh
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.

r-t

STATE AUCTION)
CE
-

Houses For Rent

2BR. IBA $425/mo,
$425/dep.
293-1017. 753-1159
257 Tobacco Rd
2-car
IBA.
2BR,
garage. large yard. partially fenced $550 plus
security 978-7441.

& •-••••

Murray ledger & Times

03 Honda Accord EX, 4
cyl • 5 spd . 30+MPG. NEW Norwood
Mickey SAWMILLS$7,900.
Boggess Motor Sales LumberMate Pro han270- 759-1882
dles logs 34" diameter,

mills boards 28" wide
Automated quickcycle-sawing increases
efficiency up to 40%,
www.NorwoodSawmills
.com/300N 1-800-6617746 Ext:300N
FINANCIAL
CASH NOW' Cash for
your structured settlement or annuity payments. Call
J.G.Wentworth 1 -866SETTLEMENT )1-866738-8536). Rated A+
by the Better Business
Bureau
HELP WANTED
Able To Travel. Hiring
8 people No experience Necessary.
Transportation &
Lodging furnished.
Paid training. Work &
Travel Entire USA.
Start Today! www.protekchemicat.com 208598-1879.
Home-Based Internet
Business: $500$1000/ month parttime. $2,000- $5,000/
month full-time possible Flexible hours
Training provided.
FREE details
www.k348.corn
Medical Trainee. Paid
training in medical/
dental field. No experience required for HS

Diploma grads i 7-34
Excellent salary and
benefits. Paid relocation Call 1-800-2821384, M-F. 8a to .
5:30p.
WANTED Life Agents.
Earn $500 a day,
Great Agents Benefits
Commissions Paid
Daily, Liberal
Underwriting. Loads,
Leads, Leads. LIFE
Insurance, License
Required. Call 1-888.
713-6020.
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career FAA
approved program
Financial aid it qualified Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
ATTEND COLLEGE
Online from home
'Medical. 'Business,
'Paralegal,
'Accounting, 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available Financial Aid
if qualified Call 866460-9765
www CenturaOnline co

LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE

KY-TN Livestock
Market Annual Bred
Cow Consignment sale
featuring quality young
bred cows. Bred
Heifers and cow/calf
pairs December ice
2010 12 Noon Guthrie,
KY. For more information call 270-483-2504.
MISCELLANEOUS
DIRECTV/ Dish
Network Starting at
$19 99. Free
Equipment HD/DVR
Upgrade Free
Installahon Free HD
Programming. Movies.
Phone/ Internet
Bundles Starting at
$4994 1,877-8507131 www.getyourdirect corn Salespeople
Needed'

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ACT NOW! DRIVER
TRAINEES NEEDED
for SWIFT &
COVENANT No
Experience needed'
Train in 16 days at
Truck America
Training 1st yr avg
income $38.000
Tuition Financing
Available (502)9556388 or (866)244-3644
CALL NOW' BIH
Trucking Company/
International Truck
Driving School Now
taking Students' No
CDL, No problem'
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or
Financing available
888-780-5539

MOBILE HOMES
NEW MOBILE HOME'
$1600 Down $350
Payment LAYAWAY'
1-866-304-5669
SPORTING/SPORT
ING GOODS
GUN SHOW!!
Evansville. INDecember 18-19th
Vanderburg 4-H
Center. 201 E
Boonville, New
Harmony Road, Sat. 95. Sun 9-3. For information call 765-9938942 Buy! Sell! Trade'

CDL-A Drivers. We've
never Looked Better!
Our package of benefits is the best it's ever
been. Pay, Bonuses,
Miles, Equipment.
$500 Sign-On for
Flatbed. CDL-A, 6mo.
OTR. Western
Express. 888-8015295.
Driver- Home weekly!
No touch freight' No
forced NE/ NYC'
6months experience.
No felony/ DUI last 5
yrs. Solos & Teams
wanted. New Pay

Package' 877-7406262 www ptlanc.corn
Drivers- 100% Tuition
Paid CDL Training!
Start your New Career
No credit check No
experience required!
Call 888-417-7564
CRST Expedited
www JoinCRST corn
Drivers- CDL TrainingCareer Central! We
train and EMPLOY
you! Company drivers
up to 40k first year.
New team pay! Up to
.48e/mile Class-A CDL
Training Regional
Locations'(877)3697192 www.centraldrertrimobs.net
Drivers- Flatbed
Owner Operators Up
to $1000 Sign-on
Bonus Earn $1.85/ MI
or more' No age
restriction on tractors/
Trailers. CRST Malone
877-277-8756
www.JoinMalone.com
Drivers- FOOD tanker
Drivers Needed. OTR
positions available
NOW! CDL-A w/
Tanker REO'D
Outstanding pay &
benefits' Call a
recruiter TODAY. 877882-6537 www oakley.
transport corn
Drivers- Regional Van
Drivers. 35-37 corn

based on Experience.
BCBS Benefits
Package. Horne
EVERY week_ CDL-A
with 1 yr. expeoence
required. Call 888-3628608 or apply at
www.averitteareers.co
ni Equal Opportunity
Employer

COLIS
NA, YOU
TO E TI-

Hiring CDL-A Solo
Drivers & learns for
OTR! Plenty of Miles 4
Horrietimel Min age 23
w/ 24 moos exp. Apply
4:0 www.summitt.com
or 1-866-333-5333
Hornady
Transportation. Miles
Money & Hometime'
Start up to .42 cpm
Sign-on bonus available Great Benefitsu
Great Hometimeff OR
Experience Req'd. No
felonies. Lease purchase available 800441-4271 xKY-100
Reefer, Tanker,
F!atbed Drivers needed! Prime's extensive
freight network offers
you: Plenty of Miles
'Steady Freight. Call
Prime Today! 1-800277-0212
WWW.primeinc.corn

GI% Ft
WPAT WOUL
YOU LIKE rc
CHRISTMAS
LIZ?
Ii

MEG

'1'imes
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Douglas 1.. Chaney of 1X1ru
ray Police Department received
an award for outstanding achieve-

ment in enforcement of impaired
dosing laws at the 2000
Govenor's Impaired Driving
Enforcement Award Ceremony
Thursday it Lexington.
Recently
reported
births
include a girl to Scott and Ashley Adams; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Cory Belcher; a girl to Mi
and Mrs. Tim /Uhl-edit; and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Darren Moore.
Students of the Month in the
sixth-grade at Calloway County
Middle School are Leanna Linn,
Nicole Hudson. Colby Starks and
Z- achary Martin.
Twenty years ago
Elected officers for 1991 Unit-

ed Way are Chuck Williams, president; Warren Hopkins. presidentelect; Jeane Carson, secretary:
and Sally Hopkins, treasurer.
Calloway .county school hoard
passes a site-based management
policy Friday to meet the Jan 1
deadline.
Greg Bradshaw has joined the
staff at Toyota of Murray. A
native of Paris. Tenn.. he has
worked with ears most of his
life.
Calloway County Lakers heat
%linty High Tigers 69-60 in
a
basketball game.
Thirty years ago

izzle

Harry M. Snydei, executive
director of the Kentucky Council on Higher Education. Frankton, will he the principal speaker tomorrow at the noon meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
A Pyres nine inch pie plate
IS listed as selling for $1.19 in
the ad for Uncle Jeff's.
Colonel Sanders died today at
age 90. He was famous for his
"secret recipe- for fried chicken
and began the international Kentucky Fried Chicken franchise.
Murray High Tigers beat St.
Mary 61-51 in a basketball game

Journals spanning 22 years
will be the gift of a lifetime

Forty years ago
Jan 11 is the (entail% e date
set tor the opening salt's
21. dark fired il)bacco,(in the Murray Market. :tecording to officials of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco (il-ON ci s Association
Recently
reported
births

DEAR ABM: this is in regard
never know what life brings. NOW
to "Blocked Writer in Oklahoma" is the time for sharing such
a
it
29). who has been writing
wonderful, loving gift. -- LINDA
in journals for her son for 2: IN CALGARY, CANADA
years and wondeis Si hen to give
DEAR ABBY: This journal is
them to him now that he's War
priceless, not only to her son and
ried and has a son on the way
his posterity, but eventually to
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
himself. I agree with you that
historians. Imagine how it will he
John Micheal Calhoun.
giving them to to read this journal in 200 years
Eleanor D. Kodman of Murhim
now and glimpse what life was like
ray is attending a seminar for
would
he
for this family. I beg her to make
Speech. Language and Hearing
unwise a copy (it it before she gives the
Specialists who teach in institubecause
he original to her son. I hope she
hints tor the mentally retarded now
has too much
can find some historical society
being held at the University of
going on in
willing to accept this journal as
Alabama She is director of the
his life.
part of its collection. -- JO ELLEN
Speech and Hearing Center at
She should
IN BOUNTIFUL, UTAH
the ()nick trod Hospital and School.
give him a
DEAR ABBY: I smell a narFifty years ago
year's worth
cissist' No new father has the
The remodeling of the offic es
w wings emotional reserves to confront this
of Circuit Court Clerk James
when his son encyclopedia. If the entries are
Blalock in the Calloway Counts
turns I. so all proud and glowing, great. But
Courthouse is underway with a
By Abigail
know
he'll
many narcissists time their gifts
completely new look being given
Van Buren
what his mom
to steal some spotlight from other
to the office.
was
going
momentous occasions. I'd save the
The Murray Hospital today
through when he was I Then journal for a future date Meanreported the census of the hosgive him another year's worth
while, she should pitch in and
pital reached the highest since
when his son turns 2, etc All I
help the new parents. This is one
last February with a patient count
can say is, wouldn't it he a great
Unit! when actions speak louder
world if all kids had a mom like than words. -- ANONYMOUS IN
of 86. according to Bernard HarBlocked! -- KATHY IN EDMOND, WEST ORANGE, N.J.
vey, administrator of the hospiOKLA.
tal.
DEAR ABBY: Giving the jourDEAR KATHY: Blocked may
Buford Hurt, state manager of
nal now would he a waste. She
have been unsure 'it when to pres- should continue writing. Her son's
Woodmen of the World, spoke
ent her son with the journals she
ai meeting of the Murray Rotary
life isn't over, he is just beginhad been keeping for so many
ning.
Club. held at the Murray Woman's
years, but readers experienced no
Continuing the journal on his
club house.
writer's block in expressing their journey through life as a parent,
Sixty years ago
views on the sublect. Read on:
and memorialiting her feelings
Murray City Councilman Earl
DEAR ABBY: Any mother who
watching him and her grandchild
Littleton presided at the meeting
secretly keepa murnal for 22 years would be a better gilt for the son
of the Murray City Council held
has a scr:w loose. Instead of to "find" once the mother is no
at city hall, as the mayor George
mothering, she sounds like she is longer here. A journal should never
Hart is at Baptist Hospital. Memsmothering. For her to record replace telling people in person
phis. Tenn.
every moment of her son's I& is
how you feel. If Blocked at any
The North Murray Homemakan attempt to control him forev- time is unable to continue the
ers Club held as Christmas party
er. That woman ought to get a
writing, the last of the iournal could
at the home of Mrs. A.G. Outgrip and get a life of her own. be dictated and transcribed by a
land w ith Mrs. Esc() Gunter as
-- ANDREW IN SAN FRANCIS- friend for her.
cohostess.
CO
I agree she should start a comMurray State College Racers
DEAR ABBY: You advised
panion journal about her life as
won the Inv national Basketball
Blocised Vs'uner to wait for a mile- well. But I encourage her to conTournament 52-44 against West
stone birthday (25th) to give her tinue writing her son's journal. It
Texas State.
son the journals. I would implore
would be the gift of a lifetime.
her not to wait three years. You
-. CIIRISTY IN TAMPA. FLA

Dear Abby

4

)2
33

I 9
75

38
7

5 1
i6

By the Associated Press
16.
the 350th day of 2010. There are
15 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On Dec. 16. j773, the Boston
Tea Party took place as Amen.
can colonists hoarded a British
ship and dumped more than 100
chests of tea into Boston Harbor
to protest tea taxes.
On this date:
In 1809, the French Senate
granted a divorce decree to Emperor Napoleon I and Empress

Josephine idle dissolution was
made final the following nionthi
In 1907, 16 U.S. Navy battleships which came to he known
as the "Great White Fleet," set
sail on a I4-month round-the world voyage to demonstrate American sea power.
In 1944. tlac World Wm- If Battle of the Bulge began as German forces launched a surprise
attack against Allied forces in Belgium (the Allies Were es entually

able to heat the Germans back).
In 1976, the government halt-

ed its swine flu vaccination program billowing reports of paralysis apparently linked to the vaccine
In 1980, Harland Sanders,
foundei of the Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant chain, died in
Shelbyville. Ky. at age 90.
"len years :wry Presidem-elect
George W. Bush selected Colin
Powell to become the first African American secretary of state.
Five years ago: Actor John
Spencer died in Los Angcies at
age 58.

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Friday, Dec. 17, 2010:

(
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mkt.. coll'

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** News forces you to

E3LcN co.e•:E•

smile, whether you decide to
keep a stern demeanor or not.
You'll see events far differently
with some perspective and time.
Make no general announcements just yet.

YOU KNOW
NOLIDAYS
( ARE MERE NAEN DAISY 5TAR""5 1
SURVING CANDY CANES
-

ee!

N

•

tr.\

Solo

YOU'RE NOT BIG ENOUGH
coR THE SUIT...YOU RE
TOO YOUNG TO IlAlft
THAT BEAK), AND YOU RE
CLUELESS ABOUT PAT
A KIP WANTS 1-OR
CHRISTMA5f

a.vb
-2L, litsb

YOU'VE GOT TO BE
Mg!
BARBIE5 PRE4/4 HOUSE
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of Miles
lin age 23
rxp. Apply
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netime!
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4.400,

er medications are acetaminophen
and ibuprofen for control of the
pain and inflammation. When these
medications fail to work. you may
require prescription NSAIDs (non steroidal anti-mtlammatory drugs)
You and your doctor will know.
when that time occurs.
Alternatives to medication
include Laski!. oil rubbed onto the
affected punts, adding grape juice
and pectin to one's die.. an OTC
combination of glucosamine and
chondrottm. Castiva with capsaicin

Dr. Gott

soft
Osteoarthritis is a chronic disease of the joints that results from
a breakdown of cartilage. Symptoms iaclude pain and stiffness (warming) or menthol (cooling
of the affected joints. The condi- and omega-3 fish oil taken critict
tion is commonly associated with through the ingestion (il lisli or
aging. As such it is seen more in capsule form.
in older people than in younger
Stay as active as possible, flex
ones
those fingers often. add salmon
Healthy cartilage is smooth, or other fish to your diet and folelastic and flexible, allowing for low your doctor's instructions.
easy movement. When osteoarthriDEAR DR.GOTT: I've noticed
!is occurs, the surface of the car- several over-the-counter medicmes
tilage softens, becomes pitted, for ringing in the ears Do any
frayed and/or cracked. As the con- really work'
.
dition progresses, some areas of
DEAR READER: I recomthe cartilage may wear away com- mend you see a physician or oto•
pletely. exposing the underlying laryngologist first to make sure
bone. The hone becomes dam- there us no discharge. pain, underaged. and movement of the affeci- lying cause or other undiagnosed
ed joint(s) becomes very painful. reason for your condition. PerIf further cartilage breakdown haps you are on a medication
occurs, the ends of the bone may with tinmtus as a side effect
thicken and form spurs. Particles Should this he the case, a
of hone and cartilage may then ple modification of the drug
float in joint spaces, contributing strength or brand might he in
to pain with movement. The X- order If nothing is found, there
rays you had must have revealed are a number of OTCs you might
diminished joint space. The hones consider.
including
Lupo
may be roughened and condensed
Flavonoid, lignocame. met:donut
Pain commonly occurs when the seirahne, hotulinum toxin and oth
affected joints have either been ers Herbals include gmko biboverused or when they remain ha. vincamme extracted from pen
motionless, as with being bedrid- winkle, or sesame seeds.
den. While in many instances the

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Vanish, it possible -- not

know this person better.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Be more in touch with

others' expectations. Let someone know when he or she puts
you in a position where you can
only fail. Support yourself, honor
your limitations and boundaries.
You will be happier.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Keep reaching out for
someone you care a lot about.
This person can stand on ceremony, but through your grounded yet creative approach, you
finally get a response_ LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Someone comes toward
you with the best of intentions.
Give this person time to really
express his or her ideas and
essence Ycii could be taken
aback. Hang in there and get to

feedback. especially when you
are energetic. direct and full of
ideas -- like now. Whether dealing with a work issue or scheduling your weekend plans, no one
can deny this innate ingenuity.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Express an innate tension.

which demands that you are in
more than one place at once in
order to alleviate it. Sit down and
give yourself a reasonable talk.
Opt for one issue at a time.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You state your case in

a manner in which many people
will agree. Your ability to detach
and understand where others
come from separates you from
many.
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Crichton novel
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(PUDE, YOU HAVE GOT
TO BE THE LAMEST
SANTA EVER'
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others enjoy your

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Your ability to get past
most problems amazes others
but remains routine for you. A
celebratory feeling marks everyone's mood -- after all, it is
Friday.
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penence
its
me
COL-A
reitence
I 888-362v at
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erbate when the joint is moved.
Treatment is aimed at control-

The Stars Show the Kind of

Day You'll Have: S-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
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P

may also spread to suroninding
areas. The pain may diminish
somewhat with rest hut will exac-

**** Others let you know how
they feel. You might be far more
assertive than you intend to be.
thus triggering many strong
reactions. Relax and know that
this second is not the only second in time.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Keep your focus on the
big picture. and you won't be disappointed. There is a sense on
your part that the good times are
here. Unfortunately, a key friend
doesn't feel the same way

ed in

• an

pain may he limited to the spe
cific joint such as the hands, it

This year, you often juggle that you are trying to avoid any
many different concerns. You situation. You will simply flourish
have the energy and insight to and accomplish more flying solo.
achieve a lot. What remains key Your efforts involving an associate or daiiy -life matter will pay
is to take frequent breaks in
on
order to relax, love and be with CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
your friends. If you are single. ***** You flourish in crowds
Cupid will be in your neighbor- and accomplish far more in
hood mid-spring. If you are group discussions. A partner or
attached. Cupid's arrow easily loved one comes back with concould hit you. warming up your viction about an issue. Know that
relationship. You can count on this is not a fight but rather an
animated discussion.
TAURUS to be practical.

I -Difficult

are

DEAR DR. GMT: My doctor X-rayed my hands and said I
have osteo in them They get stiff
and ache. What should I take for
it and what
should I not
ear' Thank
you for your
help.
DEAR
READER: I
assume you
are referring
to osteoarthntis, not °strop OroSIS
because
of
your
claim
By
that
your
Dr. Peter Gott
hands
are

by Jacqueline Bigar
for
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Arthritic fingers
can be painful
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News in Brief
Ky. lawmaker wants open budget meetings
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API --- A coalfield lawmaker said
Wednesday he is pushing a proposal that would bar legislative
leaders from retreating into closed-door meetings to draft the state
budget.
State Rep. Rick Nelson, D-Middlesboro, said he intends to file
legislation in the coming legislative session that would require all
budget meetings to be held openly.
Legislative leaders from the House and Senate have traditionally
negotiated the final draft of the budget while meeting privately in
rooms guarded by state police troopers.
Nelson's proposal would tweak the state's open meetings law,
adding one paragraph that requires budget negotiations to be held
openly.
"I just think it would be better government," Nelson said
Wednesday. "We'd get more done, and we'd have a better resolution to the budget if it were open to the public."
In Kentucky, the legislature is exempt from the state open meetings law.

US Interior pays $385M to clean up abandoned mines
CHARLESTON, W.Va.(AP)-- The U_S. Department of the
Interior said Wednesday it is distributing more than $395 million
to 25 states and three American Indian groups to clean up abandoned coal mines.
The funds are awarded based on past and present coal production. Wyoming, the nation's No. I coal producer, gets more than
$133 million --- the biggest single award.
Much of the money,(hough, is going to eastern coal-producing
states.
West Virginia, the nation's No. 2 coal producer, gets $51..3 million. while Pennsylvania gets $47.6 million. Kentucky will receive
$37.7 million and Virginia just over $9 million. Illinois gets more
than $17.2 million and Indiana $13.1 million.
The Crow and Hopi tribes and Navajo Nation are getting more
than $9 million.
The recipients can apply to the Interior Department's Office of
Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement for funding for specific projects.

Kentucky at bottom of heap in animal protection
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) - An animal protection group has
named Kentucky as the worst state in the nation for laws that protect animals.
The Animal Legal Defense Fund says it looked at more than
4,(XX) pages of statutes in reaching its conclusions and says
Kentucky is the worst for the fourth consecutive year. The organization cites the state's lack of felony provisions for extreme neglect or abandonment and lack of animal fighting provisions among
reasons for its ranking.
The five states named as the best for animals are the same as last
year: Illinois, Maine, Michigan, Oregon and California.
Joining Kentucky at the bottom of the list are North Dakota,
Idaho. Mississippi and Iowa.

Conway issues subpoenas to 6 for-profit colleges
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) --- Attorney General Jack C'onway
issued civil subpoenas Wednesday to six for-profit colleges in
Kentucky seeking information regarding student loans default
rates, recruitment practices and job placement promises.
Conway told reporters at a Capitol press conference that his
office has launched a consumer protection investigation into what
he termed "questionable business practices."
"I think this is an issue that affects the hopes and the dreams and
the pocketbooks of thousands of Kentuckians who are simply trying to build a better life for themselves and their families,"
Conway said.

Murray Police Department
- A theft report was taken at 4- 15 p m Dec. 9 at 2260 Mitchell Dr
after a caller reported being scarnmed earlier in the afternoon by two
subjects.
- A structure iire related to a kitchen fire was reported at 9:01 p.m.
at 1005 Main St.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 1.28 a m. Dec 10 at the
Chase.
- A theft report was taken at 8:17 a.m at the police station after
someone reported a theft that happened at Walrnart the day before_
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 6:18
D in. at 401 South 12th St.
- A burglary report was taken at 2-21 a.m. Dec 12 at 200
Fleetwood Circle after an apartment break-in.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 9:19
am at 5119 Pottertown Ret
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 9:43
a.m. at 6900 State Route 94 West
- A report for a stolen firearm was taken at 12:14 a.m. at 316
South 13th St.
- A burglary report was taken at 12:34 p.m_ at Flowers By
Whitney at 1113 Sycamore St.
- A theft from a vehicle was reported at 209 Pine St.
- A theft report was taken at 9:28 a.m. Dec. 13 at 307 North Sixth
St. after subject reported something stolen from the yard. At 5.19
p.m. at 307 North Sixth St., the resident reported a burglary in
progress, saying they now believed that the suspect was in the
shed.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 3 p.m.
at the intersection of Bethel Road and Van Cleave Drive after a car
overturned.
- A criminal mischief report was taken at 6-22 p.m_ at 2204
Gatesborough Circle. The caller reported that kids were ringing the
doorbell and the caller was disabled and couldn't get to the door_
- A theft report was taken at 7:12 p.m. at 416 North Fifth St. after
video games were stolen while the cane' was out of town.
- A fraud report was taken at 10 p.m at the police station after
charges were made to a debit or credit card.
- An electrical fire was reported at 10:59 p.m. at 1701 Chris Dr.
- A vehicle fire possibly endangering a structure was reported at
3:08 a.m. Dec. 14 at 1009 Story Ave.
- An overturned vehicle with an injury was reported at 3:32 a.m.
at the intersection of U.S. 641 North and Poor Farm Road_
- A shoplifter was reported taking a large screen TV and an Xbox
at 3:29 p.m. at Walrnart. The person was described as a white male
with a camo jacket in a Silver Kia Spectra with no license plate
heading north.
- A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 608
p.m. on Old Salem Road.
- A vehicle fire was reported at 7:22 p.m. at 711 Riley Court.
-- Information is obtained from reports, logs and citations from
various agencies

KSP begins highway safety initiative
Special to the Ledger
Today (Thursday. ) marks the
beginning of the "Drunk
Driving: Over the Limit, Under
Arrest- highway safety initiative.
This statewide enforcement
period will combine high visibility enforcement strategies
and media events to emphasize
highway safety across the
Commonwealth.
Kentucky
State Police want to remind all
drivers to do their part in keeping Kentucky's roadways a safe
place to travel. The entOrcement
period will run through the
Christmas holiday and end on
Jan. 2, 2011. State Troopers will
strictly enforce speed and occupant restraint violations with a

zero tolerance approach to
impaired drivers. Throughout
this
mobilization
period,
Kentucky State Police will conduct traffic safety checkpoints
and saturated patrols across the
entire II -county Post One district.
In addition, state maintained
roadways, troopers will aggressively patrol county and secondary roadways. It is the goal of
Kentucky State Police to reduce
fatal and injury collisions this
holiday. Motorist can do their
part to keep Kentucky's highways safe by reporting suspected impaired and erratic drivers
to Kentucky State Police at I 800-222-5555.

National

News in Brief
Judge grants bail to WikiLeaks' Julian Assange
Juliann A
will he hecd
LONDON A P)
.ent
to stay at a British country mansion, a U.K judge ruled Thursday,
rejecting prosecutors' attempts to keep the WikiLeaks founder in
prison as he fights e xtiadit ion to Sweden.
Cheers erupted outside the London court as the verdict by High
Court justice Duncan Ouseley was reported.
Prosecutors had argued there was a risk the 39-year-old
Australian, who faces sex-crimes allegations in Sweden would
abscond if he was freed. But Ouseley said if Assange fled "he would
diminish himself in the eyes of many of his supporters."
"I don't accept that Mr. Assange has an incentive not to attend
(court)," Ouseley said. "He clearly does have some desire to clear
his name."
Assange, dressed in a dark gray suit, smiled and gave a thumb's up
sign to a packed courtroom as he was led from the dock by court
guards. It was not immediately clear how long it would take before
he was released.

Fewer people apply for unemployment benefits
WAS
Fewer people applied for unemployment
Al'i
benefits last week, the third drop in the past four weeks and a sign
that the job market is slowly improving.
Weekly claims for jobless aid dipped by 3,(X)) to a seasonally
adjusted 420,000 in the week ending Dec. II. the Labor Department
said Thursday.
The four- week average of claims, a less-volatile measure, fell for
the sixth straight week to 422,750. That's the lowest level since
August 2008,just before the financial crisis intensified with the collapse of Lehman Brothers.
Weekly first-time applications below 425,000 tend to signal modest job growth. But economists say applications would need to dip
consistently to 375,000 or below to indicate a significant decline in
unemployment. Applications for unemployment benefits peaked
during the recession at 651,000 in March 2009.
Claims have been steadily declining in the past two months, raising hopes among economists that layoffs arc falling and employers
are hiring more workers.
"The trend is unmistakably better and this echoes good news from
other leading indicators," Jonathan Basile. an economist at Credit
Suisse, wrote in a note to clients.
Separately, housing starts rose slightly in November after two
months of declines. Builders broke ground on a seasonally adjusted
555,(10) its. a 3.9 percent rise from October, the Commerce
Deparnwni said

House votes again to lift restrictions on gays
WASHINGTON (AP) For the second time this year the House
voted to dismantle the military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy, giving
the Senate a final shot in the waning days of this Congress at changing a law requiring thousands of uniformed gays to hide their semj.
al identity.
The qrong 250-175 House vote Wednesday propels the issue to
the Senate, where supporters of repeal say they have the votes but
perhaps not the time to get the bill to the floor. It could be the last
chance for some time to legislatively end the 1993 law that forbids
recruiters from asking about sexual orientation and troops from
acknowledging that they are gay.
Democratic leaders in the Senate say they are committed to bringing the bill to the floor before Congress adjourns for the year. But
they are challenged by opposition from some Republicans and a
daunting agenda that includes finishing work on legislation to fund
the government and ratifying a nuclear arms treaty with Russia.

Give a gift that
lasts all year
A subscription to the
Murray Ledger & Times.

The officers and employees of'The Murray Bank
invite.you to join usfor our annual

THREE DAYS ONLY?
Come by our office on Dec. 15 through 17
and receive a savings of $10.00
for a one year subscription or
$6.00 for a 6 month subscription.
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